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IT’S HERE! 

THERE IS NO UNABOMBER! 

17, which your 

good buddy, Newt, pushed through, in full. action. Then see how much 

difference you feel is present in the so-called “TWO” “different” Parties. YOU 

HAVE BEEN “HAD”, AMERICA! THE MIsHPUCK4 HAS WON THIS 

ROUND! BUT THEY ARE NOT THROUGH; IT IS GOING TO GET SO 

There is no “unabomber” or anything else afoot here except 

well laid plans for shutting down a nation, readers. I repeat: 

THERE IS NO UNABOMBER! There may well be bombs and 

explosions, dokvned airlines and blown-up airports-BUT THIS 

LATEST SHENANIGAN IS JUST MORE OF THE WELL- 

LAID BLUEPRINT OF SHUTTING DOWN EVERYTHING 

INTO EXECUTIVE-ORDER CONTROL. You witness a total 

regulation and control of the transportation system right through 

any packages and mail going by truck or train as well as 

airborne. I am asking that we publish the 

P.O. Box 27800 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 

MUCH WORSE AS TO STAGGER YOUR SENSES. 
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Little Signs That America 

Has Fallen For Satan’s Symbols, p. 13 

& Presidential 

Martial Law By Any Disguise! p.17 

It’s Going To Be A Long, Hot Summer, p.21 
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1 A Historical Overview Of 
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Blarney Break: A Cult By Any Name Is A...What? p.29 
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6123195 the cost is relatively small. When you consider 

growing your own food rich in nutrients, the cost 

THE SOWER should be secondary. The charts within this article 

us hold a wealth of critical information-by all means, 

you. ” USE THEM. Even the most sophisticated gardener 

Most people in cities have no idea how to begin can learn from the information contained within 
a garden or even consider the possibility that such a them. 

he had to go andsit in a boat, the thing can be done on a smaller scale using planter 

Ad he spoke many things to them in parables 

boxes. But for the average person in more rural areas good 

who is unfamiliar with the often technical aspects of 

a growing a garden, the prospect becomes too over- 
whelming to consider and is put off a 

“... 

a 

a 

a 

[Isaiah 24: 19-20.1 

” [Fred Last Bull, Keeper 

good of the Sacred Arrows of the Cheyenne Tribe, told 

that to an audience in Busby, Montana, in 1967.1 

a 

” SIZE UP YOUR PROPERTY 

[Matthew 

An obvious first step is to survey your property 

CONSIDER THIS to see what the most reasonable location for a garden 

Also, buy a straw hat for sun would be. Always keep in mind the availability of 

With geophysical changes looming on the hori- protection. water, Choose a locationwithlots ofdirect sunlight. 

zon, combined with awakening to the reality of The instructions here are something that I have Also consider overall size-the larger the garden is 

nutritionless food, growing one’s own food becomes personally used over the last fifteen plus years. Ifyou the more time and water it will take to maintain. You 

an increasingly desirable idea. At some point in the follow the instructions explained here, it wiJl work want an area large enough to produce sufficient food 

not too distant future, it will become a necessity. and you will have food to eat. This initial financial for you, your family and friends, but small enough so 

outlay can be considerable-but in subsequent years you are not an absolute slave to it. As a single person, 

[Robert L. Stevenson] 

as given by the Prophet to the 

Shawnee: 

good 



starting with a garden as small as 10 feet x 10 feet is 

not unreasonable. I would recommend, however, 

that larger would be more desirable. For the pur- 

poses of this article, I use the hypothetical garden 

space as 20 feet x 80 feet, which is a pretty good- 

sized garden for a small family. When you start 

planting more than a quarter acre, then you’ve got 

something which will keep you tied to it with a ball 

and chain. 

If you only have an area where there is a lawn, 

consider pulling it up and planting a garden instead. 

In difficult times you won’t want to eat the lawn-or 

perhaps I should say: you may want to eat the lawn 

a garden will look a lot better. 

In times of drought, a small, intensively grown 

garden is highly desirable as the yield is very high and 

it requires less water than traditional farming meth- 

ods. 

a 

a 

a 

” [Isaac Phillips Roberts 

from 

SEED 

Once you’ve decided to put in a garden, then you 

need to choose what you’d like to grow-always 

keeping in mind the specifics about your particular 

geographical region and the time of year. GET 

YOUR SEED ORDERED ONCEYOU’VE GIVEN 

SOME CAREFUL CONSIDERATION TO IT, 

AND THAT WAY THE SEEDS CAN BE ON 

TI-IEIRWAYTOYOUWHILEYOUCOMPLETE 

OTHER ASPECTS OF THE GARDEN PREPA- 

RATION. ORDER SEED FIRST, THEN PRE- 

PARE THE SOIL. ALSO, ORDER NON-HY- 

BRID OR SO-CALLED “HEIRLOOM” OPEN- 

POLLINATED SEED. With this type of seed, 

which is rare in this country, you may replant year 

after year tier year using seed from your own crops. 

Most seed at grocery stores, hardware stores, and 

most seed companies are hybrid-which means that 

you can only use the seed for one growing season- 

and then you need to repurchase seed for the next 

year. THIS IS SOMETHING YOU WANT TO 

AVOIDIF ATALLPOSSIBLE. PLANACCORD- 

INGLY AND ORDERNON-HYBRID SEED-IN 

THE YEARS AHEAD YOU AND YOUR 

FAMILY’S LIFE COULD DEPEND ON IT! Here 

are some non-hybrid seed companies that I strongly 

recommend you communicate with and get their 

catalog: please tell them sent 

Ecology Action 

5798 Ridgewood Rd. 

Wits, CA 95490 

Territorial Seed Company 

P. 0. Box 157 

Cottage Grove, OR 97424 

(503) 942-9547 

” [L. H. Bailey in The 

HIGH-YIELD GARDENI-NG- 

RAISED BEDS 

Seeds Trust 

High Altitude Gardens 

P. 0. Box 1048 

Hailey, ID 83333 

(208) 788-4363 

a 

” 

Abundant Life Seed Foundation [Abraham Lincoln, 1859. ] 

P. 0. Box 772 Once you’ve identified the location for .your 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 garden, then the work really begins. This article will 

(206) 385-5660 concentrate primarily on raised-bed gardening, which 

is referred to by various names. The beds generally 

Garden City Seeds are rectangular in overall shape, varying in width 

778 Highway 93 North from 3-5 feet across and whatever length you deter- 

Hamilton, MT 59840 mine but ifthe shape of your particular piece of land 

(406) 961-4837 is such, the beds can take on curves or even become 

circular. The finished beds are elevated above the 

Native Seed/Search ground, anywhere from six inches to a foot high. But 

2509 N. Campbell Ave., #325 let’s begin with soil preparation, because without 

Tucson, AZ 85719 that there won’t be any food for the table. 

Why raised beds? Well, for one thing, raised beds 

can solve a wide range of gardening problems. Here 

just a few: 

According to a National Gardening Survey, the 

following are the most vexing problems that plague 
backyard growers, The techniques used in high- 

yield gardening can solve or even prevent these 

common dilemmas. 

Not Enough 
Water 

Insects 

The high humus content, uncompacted soil, and the self-shading created by closely 
spaced plants act to conserve soil moisture deep down. Beds allow you to concentrate a 

limited water supply directly where it’s needed; you won’t waste water on pathways. It’s 
easy to lay out an efficient ,drip irrigation system among beds. Plants growing in raised 
beds develop deep, probing root systems and are more resistant to drought. 

Mixing plantings within a single bed (instead of growing row upon row of the same crop) 

confuses insects, making it harder for them to locate their host plants. It’s much easier to 

monitor each plant’s development in the confined areas of a bed, so insect problems can 
be caught early, when they’re easier to treat. Entire beds can be outfitted with a cheese- 

cloth or other covering to keep egg-laying worms away. 

Closely spaced plants that form a “living” mulch in conjunction with standard mulches 

laid on the soil control weeds and cut down on the time spent weeding. 

Closely spaced plants shade the soil and each other, offering some relief from the heat. 

Interplanting taller and shorter crops shades the lower level planting. Lath or other 

shading structures are set up to cover a 

Raised beds drain very quickly and alleviate soggy soil conditions. 

Birds and rabbits can be kept at bay by covering beds with curved frames draped with 
plastic netting. You can get in and out easily, but the wild creatures can only gaze instead 

of graze. 

with Raised beds overcome problem soils. You can create ideal growing mediums inside the 
Gnnvth beds by blending soil, sand, manure, peat moss, and other amendments. You can also 

tailor the soil to meet plants’ specific nutrient needs. Because beds are never walked on, 

plants have a soft, deep area for excellent root development, which encourages strong 
healthy plant growth. 
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Spectacular yields depend first on soil condition- 
ing that can readily meet the heavy demands of close 
planting, carefirlly timed successions, and a growing 

season stretched to its absolute limit. 

[Black 

Elk.] 
~Iwillassumethatmostofyouputtinginyourfirst 

garden will not go to the trouble of having your soil 
actually “tested”. But if you do, keep in mind that 
most plants thrive on a pH range anywhere between 
6.0 and 7.5. Agood ruleofthumbwouldbe: Assume 
your soil is very poor and needs amending with 
nutrients and organic matter. It is essential to have 
organic material in the soil, such as manure, com- 
post, minerals, or combination amendments which 
loosen the soil to allow for retention of moisture and 

healthy root growth. If you are purchasing manure, 

be sure it is “aged” 6 months to a year-otherwise 
you’ll end up with a lot ofweeds and grass seed in the 
garden. Most bagged manure at nurseries is steril- 
ized and aged. In many rural areas manure is readily 

available from local ranchers and is generally adver- 
tised in the want-ads, and often will be delivered for 
a fee. Larger gardens can require quite a few cubic 

yards of manure and it is considerably less expensive 
in bulk-however the danger comes in not knowing 
ifit is “aged”, and that can really make the diiizrence 
if you end up with a huge pile of grass or weeds in 

your garden. 

Go out to the area you’ve chosen as a garden 
spot and carefully examine and feel the soil. Here is 
one guide which may be useful to you. 

a 

a a 

a a a 

a 

” 

[words spoken by 

White Buffalo Calf 

Woman,. from Ken 

IfItLoolos... 

had baked, crusty, and perhaps even harshandrockhardwhendry hard to work 

deeply cracked when allowed to dry out 

sticky, greasy, or rubbery very slow to absorb water and to 

scarce in pore spaces holding air and when wet dry out 

water 

slow to warm up in spring 

devoid of individual particles 

likely to form Large, congealed lumps 

if worked when wet 

loose and friable grainy and gritty easy to work 

quite porous crumbly and won’t hold its quick to warm up in spring 

shape when squeezed 

full of large, irregularly shaped mineral fast drying 

particles 

more or less devoid of larger pieces or 

granules 

low in nutrients because soluble plant 

foods are lost through leaching 

substantial additions of organic materials to break up the compaction and open 

channels for aeration and drainage. Some good choices: compost, manure, leaf 

mold, rice hulls, peat moss, coarse sand, sawdust, and wood chips. 

lime to improve its texture and free locked-up soil nutrients for the use of plants. 

leguminous green manure crops. 

spading or tilling in fall to expose massive solid clods to the weathering action of 

freezes and thaws. 

continual augmenting with large amounts of organic matter to hold water and 

nutrients within the range of plant roots. 

manure worked in deeply in autumn or winter. 

plentiful applications of peat moss, compost, leaf mold, or sawdust in topsoil 

layer. 

green manures to build structure. 

very dark brown like moist peat moss when 

squ==d 

easy to work 

ypL;y@anic matter in varying stages 

griudar and porous 

slow to warm up and dry out in 

wet springs 

slow to decompose 

low in minerals 

layers of gravel or drainage tiles to improve drainage. 

lime added as needed. 

full of crumbs of various sixes 

quite porous 

spongy. compacting readily into a easy to work 

ball when squeezed, but falling 

apart readily when prodded very productive 

~r$~~~ons of organic matter to maintain its already excellent fertility 

or floury and talcum-powdery 

when dry and only moderately 

plastic when moist 

well drained yet able to retain moisture 

asitisneeded 

well aeAed 

retentive of nutrients 

High-Yiihf 
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Depending on where you live, your local nursery can do want some organic matter mixed into the soil for 

provide you with a wealth of information. Different healthy root production for your crops. What you 

The next intermediate step will be to till the soil. nurseries have different soil amendments. There are elect to use may very well be determined by what is 

Many gardening purists insist on digging by hand- many excellent “soil building” products on the mar- available in your area. I have often been frustrated by 

but I have found over the years that a rototiller can be ket-some organic, some not. Don’t get too “hung- this one point. Try not to be-use what is available 

- 

- 

a good friend indeed. up” on a strictly organic approach, but you certainly to you. 

I 
I There are a variety of excellent books available 

on the subject of raised-bed gardening, and most go 

into great detail about double-digging the beds by 

hand while adding various soil amendments. The 

instructions I am providing here are geared for those 

of you readers who have never planted a garden, 

aren’t particularly interested in digging a-quarter- 

acre plot by hand but would still like to prepare some 

soil in which to grow food without killing yourself in 

the process. 

GENERAL FERTILIZER PROGRAM-PER CROP PER 100 SQUARE FEET 

Assuming no soil test is performed 

Assuming poor 
soil 

Orlst&Znd 
yr. in average 
soil 

lbs. 

lbs.) 

lbs.) 

lbs.) 

Orlstyear Every year 
ingoodsoil thereafterl* 

befbre or ajti 
Double-Dig 

Nitrogen Cottonseed Meal 

(or Fish Meal) 

(or Blood Meal)‘* 

(or Hoof & Horn 

Meal) 

10 lbs. 

Ibs.) 

Ibs.) 

(4.1bs.) 

lbs. - 

(l-2 lbs.) - 

(1-2 lbs.) - 

(1 lb.) - 

After 

Tilling is best when the soil is somewhat moist 

but not soaking wet. Many types of tillers are good; 

I prefer Troy-Bilt. dry soil is difficult to break- 

up and the tiller will tend to “buck”. If you are 

starting your soil preparation during the summer 

months, you may have to heavily water the garden 

area over a period of several days and then wait for 

it to partially dry out. Somewhat moist is best- 

soggy wet is not. 

Once you’ve tilled the soil so that the top foot 01 

more is loose, then you are ready to begin adding tht 

necessary soil amendments to properly build up the 

soil. Here are some guides for your assistance 

CLAY If other kinds of particles am 

present in quantity. such soil can be 

classified as a stony clay, gravelly clay. 

sandy clay, or silty clay. 

SANDY Depending on the sire and 

texture of the particles, such soil may 

be classified as gravelly, coarse, 

medium, fine, or loamy sand. 

MUCK or PEAT Peat is not fully 

decomposed. Muck is the same soil in 

a more advanced state of decay. It 

tends to be waterlogged and lacking 

in lime but rich in nutrients such 

as nitrogen. 

LOAM A mixture of sand, silt, and 

clay, this close-toideal soil combines 

the best qualities of light and heavy 

growing media. Depending on the 

kind and sixe of the particles <hat 

predominate, a sample may be 

categorized as a coame, sand:5 

medium sand, fine sand, silty. stony 

ailt, or clayloam. 

‘hosphorus Bone Meal lbs. 
(or Phosnhate Rock. (10 lbs.) 

Potash 
and Trace 
Minerals 

Kelp Meal 
and Wood Ash 
(or Granite) 
(or Greensand) 

Texturizer, Manure 

Microbiotic 

Lie, Humu 

Compost 

Multiple 

Nutriments 

Calcium Eggshells 

(or Soft Phosphate). 

Humic Acid “Clodbuster” 

‘10 

1 lb. 

(10 lbs.) 
(10 Ibs.) 

up to 1 cu. 

yd. (1st crop), 

(ea. addit. cropP 

lbs. 

1 lb. 

lbs. 
lbs.) 
lbs.) 

1 lb. 

- 

lbs. lbs. 

1 lb. 
1 lb. 

lb.r3 
1 lb. 

After 

After 

After 

After 
for best 
results13a 

as available up to l/2 lb. After 

- - After 

10. DO not plant for 2 weeks if using more than 3 pounds blood meal per 100 sq. ft. can bum the plants during this time since it releases nitrogen 
rapidly at first. 

11.1 cubic yard equals 27 cubic feet. 1 cubic yard will cover 100 sq. ft. 3” deep. 8 cubic feet will cover 100 sq. ft. 1 * deep. 2 cubic feet will cover lc 

BQ. ft. 114 * deep. You can substitute manure for compost the year if you do not have a ready supply of compost. 

12. Beginning the sixth year your legumes, cover cropa, and recycled plant materials (in the form of compost) can provide moat of Your nitrogenV 
phosphorous and potash. Double-check this periodically with a soil test. 

13. For trace minerals: kelp meal ia 33% trace minerals. 

13a. Except for first double-dig when it is added b&e. 
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(K) 

Pounds of fertilizer to add per 100 square feet. Pounds of pure nutriment added given in parentheses. 

(N) 

.75 lb. blood meal or 

1 lb. fish meal or 
2 lbs. cottonseed meal or 

.75 lb. hoof and horn .- 

WI 

1.5 lbs. blood meal or - 

2 lbs. fish meal or 
4 lbs. cottonseed meal or 

1.5 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

(-25) 

2 lbs. blood meal or 
2.5 Ibs. fish meal or 

5 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
2 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

63) 

2.25 lbs. blood meal or 

3 lbs. fish meal or 

6 lbs. cottonseed meal or 

2.25 lbs. hoof and horn 

635) 

2.75 lbs. blood meal or 

3.5 Ibs. fish meal or 

7 lbs. cottonseed meal or 

2.75 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

f-4) 

3 lbs. blood meal or 

4 lbs. fish meal or 

8 lbs. cottonseed meal or 
3 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

4 lbs. blood meal or 
5 lbs. fish meal or 

10 lbs. cottonseed meal or 

4 lbs. hoof and horn meal 

8. Addition of nutriment at these levels is optimal. 

9. of the growth hormones kelp meal contains, do not add more than 1 pound per 100 square feet per year. 

(.a 

1 lb. bone or 

2 lb. phosphate 
rock or soft 

phosphate 

t.3) 

1.5 lb. bone or 

3 lbs. phosphate 

rock 

635) 

1.75 Ibs. bone or 

3.5 lbs. phosphate 

rock 

2 lbs. bone or 

4 lbs. phosphate 

rock 

645) 

2.25 lbs. bone or 

4.5 Ibs. phosphate 

rock 

(05) ’ 

2.5 lbs. bone or 

5 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

66) 

3 lbs. bone or 
6 lbs. phosphate 
rock 

1 lb. kelp meal9 or 
2 lb. greensand or 
3 lb. crushed granite 

(-2) 

1 lb. kelp plus .66 lb. 

greensand or 1 lb. granite; 

or 2.66 lb. greensand; or 

4 lbs. granite 

GW 

1 lb. kelp plus 1.33 lb. 

greensand or 2 lb. granite; 
or 3.33 lbs. greensand; 
or 5 Ibs. granite 

1 lb. kelp plus 2 lbs. 

greensand or 3 lbs. granite; 

or 4 lbs. greensand; or 

6 lbs. granite 

635) 

1 lb. kelp plus 2.66 lbs. 

greensand or 4 lbs. granite; 

or 4.66 lbs. greensand; 

or 7 lbs. granite 

(04) 

1 lb. kelp plus 3.33 lbs. 

greensand or 5 lbs. granite; 
or 5.33 lbs. greensand; or 

8 lbs. granite 

65) 

1 lb. kelp plus 4 lbs. 

greensand or 6 Ibs. granite; 
or 6.66 lbs. greensand; 

or 10 lbs. grqnite 
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ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDED ORGANIC 
SOIL AMENDMENTS 

N, P and K refer to the three main nutrients plants need: NITROGEN 
for green growth and in compost piles to speed decomposition, PHOS 
PHORUS for root growth, disease resistance, and production of good 
fruits, vegetables, and flowers, and POTASH for strong stems, vigor- 
ous roots and increased disease resistance. Plants also need HUMUS 
which is provided by decomposed organic matter such as compost and 
manure. For information on the application rates for organic fertilizers 
when a soil test is not used, see the Fertilizer Program Table which 
follows this table. 

3-5% N 2% P 1% K Lasts 4-6 months. Use up to 10 lbs/lOO sq. ft. 
Fair source of nitrogen. Especially good for citrus and azaleas because 
9 has an acidifying effect on soil. 

Blood 
12.5% N 1.3% P .7% K Lasts 3-4 months. Use up to 5 lbs.1100 
sq. ft. A quick acting source’of nitrogen, good for slow compost piles. 
Can bum plants if using more than 3 lbs. per 100 square feet. If using 
higher amounts, wait 2 weeks to plant. 

14% N 2% P 0% K Lasts 12 months. Use up to 4 lbs.1100 sq. ft. 
Highest nitrogen source, Slow releasing: no noticeable results for 4-6 
weeks. 

10.5% N 6% P 0% K Lasts 6-8 months. Use up to 5 lbs.1100 sq. ft. 
Good combined nitrogen and phosphorus source. 

P 0% K Lasts 6 months to 1 year. Use up to 5 1bs.l 100 sq. 
ft. Excellent source of phosphorus. Especially good on roses, around 
bulbs, and around fruit trees and flower beds. 

P Lasts 3-5 years. Use up to 10 lbs.1100 sq. ft. Very slow re- 
leasing. 

18% P Lasts 2-3 years. Use up to 10 lbs.1100 sq. ft. Clay base makes 
it more available to plants than the phosphorus in phosphate rock, 
though the two are used interchangeably. 

1% N 0% P 12% K 33% trace minerals. Lasts 6 months to 1 year. 
Excellent source of potash, iron, and other mine@. Reportedly, the 
proper amount of trace minerals in the soil may mean only one-half 
the fertilizers will be needed for the same growth and yield! Kelp meal 
is also a natural fungicide. Use sparingly (up to 1 pound per 100 square 
feet per year) because it contains growth hormones. 

4 
l-10% K Lasts 6 months. Use up td l-2 lbs./lOO sq. ft. Ashes from 
wood are high in potash and help repel root maggots. Ashes also have 
an~effectofthesoil,sousethemwithcareifyaursoilisalready 
alkaline. Black wood ash is best. 

Crushed 
K Lasts up to 10 years. Use up to 10 lbs./lOO sq. ft. Good slow- 

releasing source of potash and trace minerals. 

Gt??f?MU?ld 
O%N 1.5% P 6.7% K Use interchangeably with crushed granite. 

SOIL 

4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 6.0 

A pH reading tells you the relative acidity/alkalinity of the soil. Most 
vegetables will grow well in a range from 6.0 to 7.5. 6.5 is probably 
the best all round pH. In extremely acid or extremely alkaline soils 
valuable nutrients are tied up and thus unavailable to the plants. An 
acid soil can be sweetened by the addition of dolomite lime. An alkaline 
soil can be brought closer to neutral by compost or manure. Compost 
hasabu&ringeffectonsoiZcomzct&bothacidandalkal&conditions. 

A good source of calcium and magnesium to be used in acid soils. Do 
not use lie to “sweeten” the compost pile; it results in a serious loss 
of nitrogen. You can discourage flies and odors with a layer of soil. 

CVpsllm 
Gypsum is not needed by organic gardeners. It is normally used com- 
mercially in soils made impermeable by excess exchangeable sodium. 

“CkXlbUSter” 
15% Humic Acid 5.5 pH Lasts 1 year. It is crushed “rock” deposits 
made up of ancient plant and animal remains. Helps make soil less 
alkaline and releases nutriments tied up in the soil. Use up to 1 lb./100 
sq. ft. 

CmWEggshells 
High in calcium. Especially good for cabbage family crops. Help break 
up clay and release nutriments tied up in alkaline soils. Use up to 
2 lbs./lOO sq. ft. 

A good source of humus in the garden. Nutriment levels depend on 
proper handling and the amount of straw or sawdust present. Large 
amounts of bedding may add up to 2 years to the decomposition time. 
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. 

Activated sludge 
Alfalfa hay 
Animal tankage 

Apple leaves 
Basic slag 

Bloodmeal 
Bone meal (steamed) 
Brewers’ grains (wet) 
Castor pomace 
Cattle manure (dried) 
Cattle manure (fresh 1 
Cocoa shell dust 
Coffee grounds (dried) 
Colloidal phosphate 
Cornstalks 
Cottonseed 
Cot tonseeo meal 
Drred blood 
Fish emulsion 
Fish meal 
Fish scrap 
Granite dust 

Greensand 
Guano 
Hoof meal and horn dust 

Horx manure (composted) 
Horse manure ffresnt 
Leaf mold. (composted) 
Mu&room compost 
Oak leaves 

Peach leaves 
Phosphate rock 
Pig manure (fresh) 
Pine needles * 
Poultry manure (fresh) 
Rabljlt rnax~u~ ((rest;) 
Roses (flower) 
Sawdust 

Seaweed 
Sheep manure (fresh) 
Soybean meal 

Tankage 

Tobacco stems 

Wood ashes 

5.0 

2.5 

8.0 

1.0 

0 

15.0 

4.0 

0.9 

5.5 

2.0 

0.3 

1.0 

2.0 

0 

0.8 

3.2 

12 -15 
5.0 

10.0 

7.8 

0 

0 

12.0 

12.5 

0."7 

Xri 

0.8 

0.9 

0 

0.6 

0.5 

.2-o 

2.4 

0.3 

4.0 

1.7 

0.6 

6.7 

6.0 

2.0 

0 

3.0 

0.5 2.1 

20.0 0 

0.2 0.4 

0.8 0 

1.3 0.7 

21.0 0.2 

0.5 0.1 

1.5 1.3 

2.2 

0.2 0.4 

1.5 2.7 

0.4 0.7 

18-24 0 

0.4 0.9 

1.3 l-2 

2.5 1.5 

0 

2.0 2.0 

4.0 0 

13.0 3.8 

0 5.0 

1.5 5.0 

8.0 3.0 

1.8 0 

0.3. jI.6 

0.2 0.4 

0.2 0.4 

57-62 OS-3.5 

0.4 02 

0.2 0.6 

30-32 0 

0.4 0.1 

0.1 0 

1.9 1.9- 

0.6 0.1 
0.1 0.4 

2.0 4.0 

0.8 5.0 

0.3 0.2 

1.6 2.3 

8.0 0 

0 7.0 

1.5 7.0 

Medium 
- 

Medium 
- 

Rapid 
- 

Slow 

Slow 
Medium 
lvledrum 
slow 
- 

Slow 

slow-medium 
Medium-rapid 

Medium-rapid 
Slow 
Slow 
Slow 

Very slow 

Medium 
Slow 

i Medium 

Medium 
Medium 

Rapid 
- 

Very slow 
Medium 
- 

MChIWapid 
Medium 
- 

Very slow 
Slow-medium 
Medium 
Slow-medium 

Slow 
Rapid 
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a 

a a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

” [Harvey W. Wiley 

Once you’ve purchased and spread your soil 

amendments (which can include manure, or- 

ganic compost, and other material) across the 

entire surface area of your garden spot, once 

again, till the soil with the rototiller-or dig by 

hand if you are so inclined. 

Fertilizer, whether organic or commercial, 

should be spread across the top of the com- 

pleted beds and then lightly worked into the top 

several inches of the soil. Therefore, when 

spreading amendments for tilling into the soil, 

hold the actual fertilizer aside for the final step 

after the beds have been constructed. 

Once you’ve spread the soil amendments 

over your garden area and have rototilled it 

thoroughly, next comes the hard part (physi- 

cally). For the sake of discussion, let’s say your 

garden area (plot) is 20 x 80. At this point 

you’ll be needing a flat, square-end shovel with 

a short handle. Beginning at one end, shovel an 

outer pathway along the 80 foot side. The 

pathway will be approximately 18 inches wide. 

As you shovel (deeply) the soft, tilled soil, 

throw each shovelful right next to you as you 

go-on what will be your first bed. The beds 

will be, on the average, about 4 feet across. 

You could, theoretically, have a bed which 

would, in this case, measure 4 feet by 80 feet. (It is 

nice to break up these long beds with cross pathways 

for ease of moving around in the garden.) 

When you have finished shoveling your first 

outer pathway by placing the excess dirt onto 

your first bed-then measure 4 feet across and 

mark it with occasional stakes or with stakes 

and a long string. Then, beginning at one end 

along the 20-foot side, 4 feet in from the 80- 

foot outer edge, begin shoveling an inner path- 

way. The pathway should be whatever width 

approximately 4 feet across and 80 feet long. 

Now, using a long-handled (preferably wide) 

rake you will begin to shape and even out the 

beds. The beds should be, for all intents and 

purposes, flat on top. 

When there is a lot of organic matter in the 

soil, the beds can be shaped as rounded mounds, 

but for purposes here I’ll generically describe 

them as “flat-surfaced”. You’ll be able to tell 

by the texture of your specific soil what is the 

most appropriate shape for your unique garden. 

A flat surface tends to be the easiest to work 

with. 

With the flat-surfaced bed, sides should be 

at a 45-degree angle to the horizonital-in 

other words, a moderate slope upward. As you 

work with the dirt you will develop a “feel” for it. 

Once you’ve completed the general shaping 

of each of the beds, you should be pretty tired, 

so, take a break and have some lemonade. 

Now, sprinkle the chemical or organic fer- 

tilizer evenly across the top of each bed. Then, 

gently work the fertilizer into the top several 

inches of the beds with a rake. When complete, 

smooth the entire top of each bed to a flat 

surface. Then, take a piece of plywood, say 2.5’ 

x 4’ and place it across the far end of the first 

bed. Stand on top of the board and gently jump 

up and down-you will flatten the surface of 

the beds to the extent that they will keep their 

shape in all weather conditions. Step off the 

board, move it slightly and repeat the process 

until the entire surface is gently flattened. Do 

this to all of the beds. 

I would also recommend, with the beds now 

complete, that you drive wooden stakes into 

the ground at various spots around the edge of 

each bed-say, the four corners and then every 

six to ten feet-right up to the outer edge of the 

bed. These stakes, say four inches wide, 1 inch 

thick, by 1 foot long-will serve as “hose 

guides”. As you drag hoses around your gar- 

den, this will prevent the hose from running up 

the sides of your beds and destroying your 

plants (which can often happen in a mere mo- 

ment). 

good idea. 

Using the raised-bed method of gardening, 

due to the loose soil structure, you are able to 

plant the rows closer together because the roots 

themselves grow straight down rather than flat- 

tening out with harder soil. You are also able to 

plant closer together within rows. Therefore, 

the overall yield is higher in a smaller space. 

Due to the high percentage of organic material 

in the soil, by using the raised-bed method the 

plant’s root structure develops more fully and 

is, overall, healthier. A healthy root structure 

equates to greater yield of food production. 

The old saying, “Everything is connected to 

everything” really applies to gardening. 

A good recommendation, even though 

slightly more costly, is to “sow heavy”-that 

means, use quite a bit of seed within the rows 

while you are planting and then “thin out” the 

plants later. This will prevent bald spots or 

open spots within the rows. Also, a common 

mistake for new gardeners is to plant the seed 

too deep-don’t do it. 

You want to plant (and later thin) in such a 

way as to have the mature leaves of the plants 

touching one another row-to-row. This creates 

a “mini-green-house effect” or a “living mulch” 

effect which softens the negative effects of hot 

mid-day sun. After all, sun-scorched plants 

must first repair damage before devoting en- 

ergy to further growth development. Planting 

in this manner also shades the topsoil, thus - 

preventing excessive water loss due to evapo- 

ration and it also discourages weed growth. 

The raised-bed method of gardening is really ~ 

the very best of many approaches. And, by the 

way, with raised beds you don’t have to lean 

over as far to harvest or pull weeds throughout 

the season. I believe this is why the Irish refer 

to raised beds as 

You will probably want to plant some flow- 

ers throughout your garden. They add color 

and some, such as sun-thriving marigolds, deter 

insects. Plant flowers that you’d like to see and 

use for dinner-time table decorations. Mix it up a bit. 

Also, when planting, don’t plant all of any 

given crop at the same time-particularly with 

something like lettuce. Plant a few rows, then 

leave some open space for a second, or rotation 

planting. That way yp always have fresh lettuce 

you are comfortable with-don’t crowd your-’ 

self-l 8 inches is a good standard (less if space Prior to planting and depending upon where 

is limited). With the first shovel of dirt, throw you live, you may want to consider putting up a 

it immediately to your left. With the next wire fence to keep out dogs and cats and ani- 

-shovel, to your right-left then right, left then mals like rabbits who may view your garden as 

right until you are all the way across the 80-foot theirs. ‘Just one animal can do a great deal of I 

length of land. You now have an outer path, damage to the completed beds. Cats will often 

one 4-foot very rough looking bed, another use the soft dirt in a freshly prepared garden bed 

path, :and then the rest of the plot. Repeat the as a “litter box”. 

process. In the end you will have 4 raised beds, Generally speaking, fencing your garden is a 
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when the old lettuce has or gone to seed (which tends to happen in very hot 

weather). Here is a chart to assist in your Dlantinn. -. 
_-~ __-~ 

. 1 

BROCCOLI 

SPROUTS 

CABBAGE 

CARROT 

5 CORN 

- FAVA BEAN 

LEEK 

5 
BUNCHING ONION 

PAC CHOI 

PARSNIP 

PEA 

PEPPER 

FMDICCHIO 

RADISH 

SPINACH 

SUMMER SQUASH 

SWISS CHARD 

TOMATO 

‘UYF. 6.0-7.0 Good 

8 60°F. 6.0-7.5 Good 

60°F. 6.5-7.5 None 

4-7 6O*F. 6.5-7.5 Good a 

4-7 60°F. 6.0-6.7 Good 

4-7 60°F. 6.5-7.5 Good a 

45°F. 6.5-7.5 Good 

60°F. 5.5-6.7 Good 

4-7 60°F. 6.5-7.5 Good ’ 

65’F. 6.5-7.0 None 

70°F. 6.0-7.0 None 

4O’F 6.5-7.5 Good 

40°F. 6.0-7.0 Good 

8-12 50°F 6.5-7.5 Good 

4 40°F. 6.5-7.5 Good 

50°F 6.5-7.5 Good 

40°F. 6.5-7.5 Good 

40°F. 6.5-7 5 Good 

40°F. 6.5-8.0 Good 

6-8 70°F. 6.0-7 0 None 

4O’F. 5.5-6.8 Good 

IO’F. 6.0-7.0 Good 

40°F. 6.5-7.5 Good 

70°F. 6.57.5 None 

70°F. 6.5-7.5 None 

5O’F. 6.5-7.5 Fair 

6-8 70°F. 6.0-7.0 None 

50°F. 6.0-7.0 Goad 
__ - - --. -. - ~-- 

4 12-24” 

12 48 

6 16-36 

3 

16” 24 

18 30 

2” 18-24” 

15” 24 

0- 12” 24-36” 

12” 36 

0” 24” 

16” 24-36 

3-J” 24” 

8-12” 12-24” 

1-3 18-24” 

10 18-30” 

3” 18-24” 

3-4 24-36” 

12-16” 24-36 

12’ 36 

2-3’ 8-16” 

4 12-24 

16” 24-36” 

32 24-36 

10-12” 24 

18-24” 3848 

12-24 

2-6 

9-15 

3-8 

4 

12-24” 

16” 

18” 

12-18 

1-3” 

12-24” 

1 2” 

8-12” 

18-24’ 

4” 

6-12’ 

2-4” 

10-16 

2-4” 

3 

12-24” 

8-12” 

2-3’ 

2-6 

18-24” 

24-36 

8-12” 

12-24 

2-5 

l/4 

rn 

112” 

1” 

l/4 

114’ 

114” 

l/4’ 

l/4” 

l/2” 

114” 

112” 

It2 

l/2 
-~- -___ 

‘ATISFACTORY (AND OPTIMAL) PLANT GROWING TEMPERATURE RANGES* 

betermine Planting Range Calendar For Your Own Area 

30 “F. 
bps 

45-85OF. (55-75 “F.) 

40-75 “F. (60-65 “F.) 

45-75 “F. (60-65 “F.) 

T;?.yt Season 50-80 “F. (60-70 OF.) 

50-95 OF. (60-75 “F.) 

50.90 OF. (65-75 “F.) 

60-90 “F. (65-75 “F.) 

65-80 “F. 
crops 

(70-75 OF.) 

65-95 “F. (70-85 “F.) 

Asparagus Rhubarb 

Chicory Chive Garlic Leek 
Onion Salsify Shallot 

Beet. Broad Bean. Broccoli 
Brussels Sprouts Cabbage . Chard 
Collard Horseradish Kale Kohlrabi 
Parsnip Radish Rutabaga Sorrel 
Spinach Turnip 

Artichoke Carrot Cauliflower 
Celeriac Celery Chicory Chinese 
Cabbage Endive Florence Fennel 
Lettuce Mustard . Parsley Pea 

Potato 

Bean Lima Bean 

Corn Cowpea. New Zealand Spinach 

Pumpkin Squash 

Cucumber Muskmelon 

Sweet Pepper Tomato 

Eggplant Hot Pepper Okra Sweet 
Potato Watermelon 

22. 

John York, 1957, pp. 6-7. 



Rosemary 

Savory 

This tremendously productive annual imparts a unique flavor to sauces, stuffings, soups, 

salads, and meat dishes. Good bets are the compact l&inch-high BUSH BASIL and the 

larger-leaved LETTUCE LEAF, which is great for drying. Other recommended varieties are 

FESTIVAL SWEETS, DARK OPAL, and LEMON, which is strongly favored by The Liberty 

Herb Farm in Maine, because “it makes wonderful herb vinegar and is excellent with fish 

and salad.” BASK SPICY GLOBE (48) is a spacesaver. 

The most frequently mentioned variety of this tomato-mate and meat stew and salad- 

enhancing herb is the tender evergreen GREEK form, which grows to 18 inches or more. 

According to Carol Hildebrand of Casa Yerba in Oregon, GREEK is best for long-cooked 

dishes, while the 16-inch-high ITALIAN oregano excels in quickly pepared soups and salad 

dressings. 

Thyme is superb mixed with soft cheeses and as a seasoning in stuffing, salad dressings, 

gravies and sauces, and egg and meat dishes. Marilyn Hempstead of Fox Hill Farm in 

Michigan reports that both ENGLISH and LEMON thyme “offer a big return for the 

space.” The ABC Herb Nursery in Missouri recommends the “really high-yielding” 

This grassy, bunching, 12 to 18-inch-high perennial member of the onion family is 

endlessly useful as a flavoring agent in sauces, soups, and salads of all kinds. Many herb 

growers also recommend garlic chives, which combine the flavor of mild garlic and chives. 

An extremely hardy perennial, French sorrel grows 2 to i feet high. Its tart green leaves 

are high in vitamin C and make a tangy addition to salads or are tasty cooked togethgr 

with other greens like spinach or cabbage. This herb also is the star of a famous 

Unusually prolific and adaptable, this 2 to 2%foot-high self-renewing perennial tasty 

as a solo tea or added to tea and other beverages. It also contributes a pleasant subtlety 

vegetable and fruit salads. Lemon balm attracts bees for better pollination of other 

Though not as sweet as the curly form, flat-leaved parsley is recommended by Kent 

Taylor of Taylor’s Herb Gardens in California and by Anna Smith of Country Herbs in 

Massachusetts, who cited its”tremendous yield” and suitability for most cooking purposes. 

A perennial herb that blends well with eggs, soups, gravies, stuffings, fish, and meats, 

sage comes in several varieties, some quite ornamental. The yard-high 

is favored by one southern herb farm because it is fast growing and doesn’t die back. But 

a better choice in intensive gardens might be 12-inch-high form that is 

less likely to be winter-killed in northern areas. 

The French form of this anise-fIavored, 2r&foot-tall perennial is the most superior. 

According to Fairman Jayne of The Sandy Mush Herb Nursery in North Carolina, French 

tarragon loses noflavor “even when grown under very intensive conditions.” Much more 

flavorful fresh than dried, this herb makes a delightful vinegar and is superb in tartar 

and other white sauces, and with fish, cheese, eggs, and cauliflower. 

Hardy and self-seeding, this fernlike annual attracts honeybees when allowed to mature 

to 2 or 3 feet. Dill needs just &inch spacing on all sides. If harvested young, it can be 

interplanted with cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, and Dillweed is a tasty 

addition to cheese or tofu dips, soups, salads, and creamed entrees. It’s also a staple in 

making vinegars and pickles. 

Upright forms of this elegant tender perennial are often recommended, but North 

Carolina grower Fairman Jayne says the most productive variety for small spaces is the 

foot-long creeping HUNTINCX~N CARPET rosemary. North of Virginia, rosemary must be 

protected over the winter or taken indoors. This very decorative herb makes an unforget- 

table accompaniment to meat and poultry and is also memorable in soups, stuffings, 

gravies, sauces, and salad dressings. 

The compact, lx-foot-high annual SUMMER variety of this spicy plant was preferred by 

all but of the growers who included it on their lists. Once called “poor man’s pepper,” 

savory’s small, zingy leaves can be used to perk up soups, salads, sauces, or sandwiches. 
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Ben 

from Starseed-?%e 

Once again don’t be a slave to the garden unless If you have followed the instructions to this 

want to be. live in a modern age and one in 

which, thank God, there aredigital, battery-operated 

point, you’re there! As the vegetables begin to grow, 

thin them carefuliy. I always recommend using a 

automatic timers which you can attach directly to sharp knife when harvesting. For example, when 

your faucet and garden hose system. It is possible to harvesting lettuce I like to cut away the outer leaves Here’s a list of some books which are extremely 

program up to 4 waterings per day with a quality while letting the plant continue its growth. Experi- well done, some of which are of print. Check 

tiver, which is well worth the expense in the time it ment. your local library. Many of these books are available 

saves you. Keep in mind, while the timer waters the 

garden, you can go somewhere else. 

I believe you will find that growing a garden is an directly from the seed companies listed earlier in this 

extremely rewarding experience-not to mention article. 

Just a few tips-while it is true that overwatering the Quality of food you’ll soon be eating! If it is done 1. 

is a common problem, underwatering is a real mis- right, it can even be FUN. Learning about gardening 

take-particularly in the very beginning of germina- is a lot like life--it takes time and goes on and on by John Jeavons. 

tion. DO NOT LET THAT NEWLY PLANTED and on. The secret lies in bepinning. 2. 

If you are watering If you’ve completed the garden, you’ve accom- by John Jeavons, J. Mogador 

several times per day by hand, you will literally be plished a great deal. Agarden at home is worth ten Griffin & Robin Leler. 

t ableto tell when enough is enough. If you are using insurance policies, because when all is said and done 3. by MelB~olom~. 

a timer, which I DO recommend, you’ll just have to you can now go out into your own backyard and pick 4. by Nancy 

play with it a bit to get it ‘?ust right”. But under no your next hm meal. Well done! Bubel. 

circumstances let the seed dry out. I cannot empha- 

siz# this enough: It is better to overwater, if 

5. by 

the Heritage Seed Program, Ontario, Canada. 

-must, than to underwater in the beginning. Besides, 6. by Masanobu 

the raised-bed method of gardening will be more design and Fukuoka. 

forgiving of a bit of overwater%@ than-will a regular, 7. 

hardpack farming method. by Herbert H. Koepf 

But what of spri&.lt% should I 8. by Faber & Faber. 

ask? 9. by Majorie B. Hunt 

and Brenda Bortz. 

do have plastic Y adaptors to allow for 10. 

and thus, two sprinklers off the same water line. 1 30 

in mind, I’m giving instructions here for a iow- 12. byEliotColeman. 

stench garden that will grow quality food. 3. 

199.5. 

to do My 14, by Herbert H. 

.only’ point here is that over-work isn’t necessary to 
15. 

16. 

by Douglas C. Miller. 

. . 

Knowing hoti many pounds of peas that one plant, or seed, will produce or how many cucumbers to expect from one 
vine is invalua@e when you’re planning your garden. For vegetables that yield once per plant, like carrots and onions, 
the figuringJs easy. But what about all, those that yield steadily over weeks? Here is a list of vegetables and the yield you 
can expect from one plant of each. 

QUANTITY WEIGHT {LB.) 

Asp=43us 1 spear ‘Ii2 per week for 4 weeks 
Beans (lima) “iis per week 

Beans (snap] Y- YM per week-for 3 weeks 
Broccoli 2h main head plus $5 lb. per season 

Brussels sprouts 100 sprouts 3 per season 

CantaIoupes 2 cantaloupes 2 per season 

Cucumbers 2 cucumbers per week 

Eggplants 1 eggplant i per week 

Peas - vi6 per week for 4 weeks 

Pew= 1 pepper ‘h per week 

Pqtatdes - 2% per season 
Squash (summer) 3 squash 1 per week 

wash (winter) 1 squash 1 per season 

Sweet,patatoes - 1 per season 
Tomatoes 3 tomatoes 1 per week 



Littie Signs That America 

as Fallen For Satan’s -* Sym 
6129195 WHITE OF ISRAEL, and the BLUE HELMETS 

Among these notable Mishpuch Bolsheviks who OF THE UN. 
THIS PAINFUL JOURNEY overthrew CHRISTIAN Russia are some of the most Federal 

brazen and Evil persons ever to set foot on Earth’s soil. ReserveNotes HONOR, TOTALLY, the Illuminati (now 
Sometimes things come to my attention that are so In their Khazarian sweep across Europe and Russia called the New World Order as established by the 

cruel as to stun me. As I try to pass a writing by in order (supported by Rothschilds and Rockefellers, both Jew- Khazarian Jewish Anti-Christ). 
to finish our own subjects under way I am puiled back ish with changed names), these birthed the “Commu- Is THIS hate-literature? IT IS TRUTH1 And, may 
again and again as I realize that what I hold is so nist Party”. God forgive you for your deliberate BLINDNESS. Fur- 
precious, so heart-rending, so insulting and ugly that it To accomplish making my point for the following ther, I am sick to sou1 of you ones spouting Jesus, Jesus, 
must be attended. offering I must remind you of the deceivers that “took” Jesus Christ-in one breath and LEAVING 

You, as the population mass, don’t hear about Russia, made her Communistic at massive taking of OUT OF EVERYTHING YOU DO AND REPRESENT. 
“little things” which take place in that which is distant LIVES (a total bloodbath) and MILLIONS upon MIL- “Jesus” AND SYNONYMOUS 
from you and if you aren’t “informed” you don’t “no- LIONS of Christians were slaughtered-but now for- TERMS! One is the “name” of a man as given, by 
tice”, even if you might otherwise be offended or, at the gotten in the tale of “Poor Jewish” Holocaust-which his parents or in truth, but by Saul of Tarsus (after the 
least, compassionate. didn’t happen as presented. The head of this incredible man’s departure to Greece) to a man he hated and tried 

There is a city called Seattle (Washington State). dung heap was a sniveling littleviper known as “Lenin”. to destroy in every known manner possible. “Christ * is 
“Oh. we know that, Dummy!” you will retort. Ah, but Directly from those who called themselves the “Serpent A STATE OF BEING IN GOODNESS 
what do you know ABOUT Seattle? “Oh yes,“. you People” Lenin was a Khazar (Talmudic Jew) 
retort, “That city is named for the Indian Chief, Se- from Sibi& named after a son of Togarmah and half 
attie?!?” Jewish. There was next a despicable Jewish butcher, 

What’s in a name, 1 ask you? What does a word or (true name Bronstein), founder of the 
a name mean? Let us do a little checking here: What Red Army and author of the instruction book, In De- 
means “Is this Russian or something?” Then came the rest ,of the “Board. 
you ask. “Give us a clue!” Weli, it may be Russian for of Directors” OF THE EViL EMPIRE, Zinoviev, 
it is rather universal. “Oh no, it can’t be,” you say, for and (All had 
“I would know if it was universal.” How about CHANGED NAMES-ALL WERE JEWISH.) 
Manitou? “Oh yeah, that is some kind of semi-fish Now to fit these bits and pieces of information 
thought to be a mermaid, down in Florida or some- together let me assume you are “Jewish” and you live in 
where!” How about “Didn’t you say that was a ghetto of New York. How about we put up a massive 
part of Little Crow’s label?” No, but it FITS and honorary STATUE of Adolf Hitler IN YOUR 
perhaps I may have referred to something similarly DOORYARD, YOUR TOWN CENTER? Even the 
notable. How, then, about “Sure, we “equality of sexes” pushers probably wouldn’t sit still 
gotcha there, Big Boy, that is a walking-Tonka toy for such a thing, would they? 
truck.” Well, in the city of Seattle, where there is a large 

Do you realize that even “Creator” has a different Russian, NOT SOVIET, BUT POPULA- 

And THAT 
LIE is going to en- 
slave you. You have 
now lost all FRBE- 
DOM, Americans- 
TO THE BEAST 
WHO NOW RAISES 
HIS SYMBOLS TO 
MOCK YOU. [See 

The following 
comes from: CON- 

tag than “Creator”? How about Certainly TION, A STATUE OF LENIN IS BEING ERECTED GRESS OF RUSSIAN-AMERICANS. 
the Hopi and Chief Seattle would understand these TO HONOR THE BASTARD BEAST OF SATANISTIC 
terms. Well, following on, the names above are names KHAZARIANISM. Can you not see how insipid and sly [QUOTING:] 
for the Great Spirit, God, Creator. . are the tactics? Once you allow the foot in the door, the 

“Ah, you fmled us and that isn’t fair and besides, salesman or criminal will come on in. I AM TELLING Russia House 
of those terms are bigoted and refer to as a YOU PEOPLE-THE BEAST IS IN THE HOUSE!11 23632 Highway 99; Suite 340 

male and He isn’t-He’s something, but THIS -ACT INDICATES BY “FLAG” OR SYMBOL Edmonds, WA. 980269205, U.S.A. 
not respective of male. So those names you gave us THE TAKING OF AMERICA FROM COAST TO 
can’t be ‘right’.” COAST! Tel: (206) 744-7867 FAX: (206) 744-5684 

“GOD” simply connotes anthropomorphic be- 
ing who dwells outside of humans and Nature. Wetl, TELL YOU? FROM: President, Greater 
Readers, that can’t be correct-for God dwells within Seattle,- Washington, State Chapter. 
all humans and all This is THB biggest SIGN OF THE TIMES that has 
suggest Taiowa and Wakan Tanka are NOT representa- hit the West Coast, and yet wouldn’t even TO: THE MAYOR, THE CITY COUNCIL, THE 
tive of “male deities” or something “outside”. These give the Russian group in Seattle hearing enough to CHAMBEROF COMMERCE, THE MEDIA, AND THE 
names represent the sum total of ALL THINGS. even offer a FAX number for their ‘statement’ regar#- MOST UNFORTUNATE RESIDENTS OF “THE 

NAMES DO MEAN SOMETHING, READERS. ing this,insipid statue to enslavement. All the world PLE’S REPUBLIC OF SEATTLE” 
You may not be able to help what your parents named claimed to hate Communism and held disdain for the 
you but you CAN help what you honor. And carelessly pushers of that “Evil” Beast and Empire. YOU HAVE FROM: GEORGE SPRUKSTS, CURRENT 
or intentionally honoring that which is Evil, in igno- BECOME THE “EVIL EMPIRE’. YOU PLACE DENT OF THE SEATTLE WASH- 
rance or stupidity, is offensive and hurtful to brothers IN THE HIGHEST PLACES OF HONOR SATAN’S INGTGN STATE CHAPTER OF THB CONGRESS OF 
who honor this Great Spirit of all LIFE (which is ALL SYMBOLS, RITUALS AND SERVANTS. You, in RUSSIAN-AMERICANS (AND A FORMER 
things and beings). Congress, have two of the largest “Faschii” IN THE DENT OF SEATTLE FOR OVER 35 YEARS) 

Most (“JewishInternational Crime WORLD. These hang on the FRONT wall of the great 
Family”) have changed their names to fool the masses, hall, presiding over everything Congress does. These Dear Reader(s): 
hide the guilty, and now, take the world into possession are two huge Fascist symbols of the “Bundled Axe” 
and control. I didn’t MAKE THESE TERMS; THESE (meaning and representing Fascist-Axis Power). The I am writing this letter to express 

BLUE flag of the U.N. is a counterpart of the BLUE- and indignation-and not mine only, but that of the 
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ENTIRE Russian (and I mean the really RUSSIAN- 
and not just the ex-soviet!) Community of the Pacific 

FOR THESE DEEDS IN 

Northwest-on account of Seattle’s exaltation of a 
When the White Army volunteers, for example, THE UNITED STATES! MERE “COINCIDENCE”? 

mass-murderer and syphilitic child-molester 
captured Kiev from the Reds, they discovered the fol- METHINKS NOT! HAS SEATTLE EVER EVEN SO 
lowing: 

whose statue Seattle’s “Powers that Be” have seen fit to 
MUCH AS 

erect in the Fremont District! (There was a time that I 
“The entire concrete floor of the large garage (this in one of the most horrendous crimes 

used to frequent the Fremont Fair, in years past, spend- 
was the place where the provincial “Che-Ka” [“The 
Extraordinary Commission” (a.k.a. 

against humanity ever committed-much less, repented 

ing my money there in support of the arts... NO MORE! 
“The Secret PO- of it? I have never heard of it doing so! 

lice”)] had carried out their butcheries) was swimming Now, there are those who claim that this monstros- 

at a 

site 

in blood, which did not flow, but formed a 
layer several inches deep; it was a grisly 

ity is, to use their words, “Q work of&“, and should be 
appreciated such, regardless of whom it depicts, One 

mixture of blood with brain and skull wonders, however, whether these people would be as 
fragments, as well as strands of hair and tolerant were the object in question a statue of 
other human remains! The entire walls, or of MAO-or, perhaps one of or 
holed by thousands of bullets, were spat- MANSON? Of course not! That would be 
tered with blood, and fragments of brain, to Seattle’s Community, or to 
as well as head skin, adhered to them. 

“A drainage ditch, 25 cm. wide and 25 
Seattle’s Ckirrese Community, or even, perhaps, to 
Seattle’s “Feministn Community! And yet, the very 

cm. deep and about 10 m. long, ran from 
the middle of the garage to a nearby room, 

same argument could certainly be made for statues of 
Hitler, or Mao, or Bundy, or Mansonf These, too, 

where there was a subterranean outlet pipe. be 
This drainage ditch was filled to the top 
with blood. 

When it comes to Seattle’s Russian Community, 
however, it is curious indeed that WE can be insulted 

“Usually, immediately after the mas- and humiliated with impunity; and OURconcerns mean 
sacre, the corpses were removed from the absolutely nothing to Seattle’s “Powers that Be”-or to 
city in lorries or horse-drawn wagons and anyone else, for that matter! 
buried in a mass grave. 

We, after all, are *only 
In the corner of (to quote an erstwhile U-S. Supreme Court 

the garden we came upon an older mass 
grave, which contained about 80 corpses, 

Judge who was involved in the Communist persecution 

in which we discovered signs of the most 
of Russians in “Sovdepia” during the early years fol- 
lowing the revolution-a time when the name of “RUS- 

varied and unimaginable cruelties and SIA” was forbidden to be used, under penalty of deathl) 
mutilation. There were 
corpses, from which the en- 
trails had been removed; oth- 
ers had different limbs ampu- 
tated and others again were cut 
into pieces. Some had had the 
eyes poked out, while the head, 
the face, the neck and the torso 
were covered with deep 
wounds. Further on we found 

. . . . We are experiencing the Russian Proletarian Revolution of 

1917, all over again. There are simply too many cases of federal 

violence, the best known of course is the Randy Weaver case and the 

carnage of the relgbus group at Waco, Texas. Note below the pictures 

of the original members of the October revolution, who ware the leaders 

of the Communist Party at that time. They are shown beb+v: 

1) Lenin . I . . . 2) Trotsky. . . .3) Zinoviev. . . . 4) Lunacharsky . 

. . * 5) Kamenev. . . . 6) Sverdlov 
a corpse with au axe in the 

I also used to shop in downtown Seattle.. . NO MORE! breast, while others had no tongues. In a 
I will not support Communities that LAUD SUCH corner of the mass grave we discovered many 
MONSTROUS DEVILS legs and arms severed from the trunk.” 

There are a hundred MILLION such 
accounts in Russian memory; this is only 
one of them-and the “little ape” respon- 

IN sible for such atrocities is 

This vicious brute began his systematic destruction 
of Russia by attacking the Russian Orthodox Christian (It is a wonder that the Lord 
Faith and by devastating Cossackdom! has not rained down fire and brimstone 

It was he who ordered the of the upon this accursed city wherein stands “the 
Russian Royal Family in the cellar of the Ipatiev House Image of the Beast”! But, just as Sodom and 
(regardless of whose hands ultimately performed the Gomorrah would have been spared had the 
actual foul deed)! Lord found but IO righteous men there, so is 

It was he who gratified his perverted lusts by Seattle doubtless being spared at this time, 
infecting innocent little children with syphilis! on account of the Russians living therein!) 

It was he who had homeless children rounded up It is a curious fact, too-is it not?-that 
and butchered, flesh the erection of this monstrosity seemed to be 

zoo! planned and implemented with great care 
It was because of‘him that the land of Russia- and deliberate forethought, almost as if to 

spite Seattle’s Russian Community on this, 
the occasion of its observance of a doleful 

drenched with the blood of event in Russian history. This year (1993, 
our ancestors, and he and his non-Russian-ANTI- you see, marks the fiftieth anniversary of 
RUSSIAN (I !)-cohorts introduced their reign of ter- the horrors of post-war (World War II) 
ror in an attempt to enslave the Russian people in the crimes committed against the Russians by 
economic, political, social, human and super-human the victorious Allies! (These latter, while 
sense! (Their goal was to dominate the Russian people passing judgment on the vanquished Ger- 
thereby and to destroy them-by means of materialism, mans at Nuremburg for their “crimes against 
terror and, if necessary, death! And Lenin was corn- humanity”, were themselves involved in 
pletely indifferent to whether or not in the process, the genocidal atrocities code-named “OPERA- 
enormous majority of the population would have to be TION: KEELHAUL”, “OPERATION: 
murdered! He once remarked: . EASTWIND”, et al.) During these 

on and, on another occasion: “if Russians, Cossacks, Serbs and oth- 
90 ers were forcibly turned over to Communist 

no butchers-especially by the British and the 
90 [H: Americans-and 



As such, we are considered to be lower than the lowest 
of the low! Nevertheless, it would behoove the Seattle 
authorities-and all, and sundry-to know that even 
tiny blades of grass, with time, can not only uproot, but 
also overturn, a concrete roadway-and JUSTICE, ul- 
timately, is on our side... 

Consequently, those who are responsible for this 
detestable mockery of Justice, would do well to remove 
this monstrosity--Oops! pah’hdon me, this “hwohk hof 
hah’t” -which serves only to befoul the Fremont Dis- 
trict; and they would do even better to issue an apology 
to Seattle’s RUSSIAN Community for this affront to 
our sensibilities! 

Sincerely, 
ss// GEORGE SPRUKSTS, CRA-WSC 

P.S.: That gigantic, ugly pile of brass “dog drop- 
pings” in front of the Seafirst Building on Fourth 
Avenue (in downtown Seattle) was also once referred to 
as “a work of art” by a certain local “egg-headed” 
television-station commentator. His claim, of course, 
did not by any means serve to turn those “dog-drop- 
pings” into “art”, but we raised no objection to them 
then, nor do we do so today; for, while they are certainly 
NOT art (by any stretch of the imagination!), and while 
they are among the ugliest things imaginable-they, at 
least, were never responsible for acts of on an 

scale: such acts of genocide as, by 
comparison, make even Hitler seem a “dilettante”, 
when it comes to mass-murder! 

[END OF QUOTING] 

If you will accept honor to dog-dung and Nikolai 
Lenin-you will already have accepted SATAN. 

Let us now return to a segment of 
I think all our writings may begin to make more sense 
as an integrated message now, 1 hope so. I am not here 
to FIGHT your enemy regardless of who you think to be 
him or self. I am here to point out historical FACT IN 
TRUTH. The “Phoenix” rises from the ashes of total 
destruction-do you really think God our Source (sym- 
bolized by the Phoenix, of the Sky People) can’t build 
(CREATE) from the ashes of fallen civilizations? 
THINK AGAIN I ! 

I cc: The Governor 

Congress of Russian-Americans, Inc. 

June 29, 1995 
Fax No.: 206-684-5360 

Honorable Norman B. Rice 

bear Mr. Rice; 

One our members, a Washington State notified us of the recent erection of a 
statue IO Vladimir Lenin in the Frcmont was $xttemGIy upset. 

The Congress of Russian-Americans (“CRAW) feels that a a who 
initiated a genocide unprecedented magnitude against the peoples of Russia is an,affront to 
every member of the Russian-American to thousands of Americans who lost their 
relatives and friends in Korea, Vietnam, and other Communist-instigated conflicts, as welt as to 
the millions of other victims of Communism the world over. This is particularly u!lfortunate 
coming at the time when the U.S. Congress is considering a possibility erecting a memorial.in 
Washington, DC, commemorating all the victims of Communism. 

Viewing legal action as a last resort, we appeal to your common sense and strongly urge 
you to take the necessary for the removal and disposal of the statue. 

Please let us know what action you are planning to undertake. 

Veq wly yours, A 

-Peter N. Budzilavich 
Executive Vice-president 

Senator Slade Oorton 
Senator Patty Murray 
Rep. Jiti McDermott 
Electronic md print media 
Washington CRA 

CRA 6fflce 
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PETITION TO READERS: 
KEEP A COOL HEAD 

You cannot depend on ANYONE to stop this insan- 
ity and “arms” are only going to get you killed. Let us 
use WISDOM, please, in EVERYTHING, EVERY 
STEP, WE DO AND TAKE. 

Except for you who travel a lot, you will not find the 
inconvenience too great for as all new and restrictive 
systems come up, the “handling” by the Elite gets more 
organized. The first “new system” will always come at 
holiday time when plans are already laid and the most 
confusion can occur SO THAT YOU DON’T NOTICE 
THE FULL INTENT OF THE ACTIONS TAKING 
PLACE. 

As you KNOW (THINK!) there is NO BOMB 
THREAT, this is full Mishpucka/Political crack-down. 
As you go to mail packages, etc., all things are checked 
AND YOUR PICTURE IS TAKEN ON THE SPOT. 

Take note: “They” now have at least two identifica- 
tion cards with pictures, including an immediate PIC- 
TURE TAKEN AT THE TICKET counter if you are 
traveling (or mailing anything like more than a letter); 
they know your origin for travel, your destination, your 
private choices, even as to underwear. Believe me, the 
cameras and tapes are rolling on EVERY PERSON AT 
THE AIRPORTS, TRAIN TERMINALS OR BUS TER- 
MINALS. Big Brother now knows what you mail and 
to whom you mail things and has right of confiscation 
in ALL INSTANCES. 

WHEN THEY MAKE 
THEIR POINT 

HOLD 

There WILL have to be something more dastardly, 
however, than threats, so GET PREPARED. YOU ARE 
GOING TO HAVE SOME NASTY “HAPPENINGS” 

focus. Los Angeles was necessary this time because it 
is in the County and is the City with the most focus as 
to bankruptcy, systems closedown, even a closedown of 
the underground system WHICH FOLLOWS THE 
ELYSIAN PARK FAULT UNDER THE CITY. 

To “save money” the holiday centers such as parks, 
swimming pools, camp areas, picnic areas, etc., are 
shut down in great numbers; the TALK is to immedi- 
ately close THE medical centers which service the 
welfare population and trauma centers. Even the O.J. 
Simpson TRIAL is heating up to frying temperatures 
FOR THIS LONG, HOT WEEKEND. 

ON THE 

The Fourth of July is not just your celebration of 
“Independence”. It is also one of the TOP-LEVEL 
Satanic holidays AND is a major, major celebration of 
the Illuminati and NEW WORLD ORDER. The plan is 
to have pretty much brought the nation totally into 
shut-down BY JULY 4TH. When you are helpless, 
WHICH YOU ARE, then they will make their move to 
disarm you and take control of EVERY FACET of your 
FINANCIAL system. While you are tumbling down 
that mountain without ability to stop your fall, every 
part of the nation will be brought into chaos so that 
there is no place to turn, nowhere to run and certainly, 
at the very least, no place to hide. Moreover you will 
line up to play their game because you will DEMAND 
that “something be done” about the terrorists, etc. 
THEY ARE THE TERRORISTS! 

THE PRUDENT WATCHERS 

What will “I” do? Not a thing except watch and 
wait-just as I hope YOU will do. Be prepared with 
what you NEED to carry you a few days (and that . - _ . 

for the final call-in to actual troops. It is ready now as tncludes emergency rations) because when a nation is 
the full nation moves to threat of terror. They always brought to her knees there is always a bigger and bigger 
have to pull their stunts where they can get the most plan to inconvenience you-the-people. EXPECT A 

PROBABLE EARTHQUAKE OF SEVERE MAGNI- 
TUDE ALONG THE WEST COAST, AT THE LEAST. 
IF NOTHING HAPPENS, AGAIN I ASK: WHAT HAVE 
YOU LOST BY HAVING A SAFETY LAMP, A 
BOTTLE OF WATER AND A BIT OF PACK-FOOD? 
THIS LONG WEEK-END IS SAFE FROM 
PROBABLE co~Fus10~, AT THE VERY LEAST. 

ALSO REALIZE THAT WHATEVER THE ELITE 
NEW WORLD DOES, IT WILL BE CLEVER, HID- 
DEN, WHAT THEY TELL YOU WILL BE TOTAL 
LIES, AND YOU COMPLY. The point will be 
to cause PROPER chaos, not with you who just go watch 
the fireworks and cook hot dogs. The controllers have 
a massive task at “shut-down” and the lower profile you 
keep the less likely you are to be gathered up into a net. 
Dead men and incarcerated patriots are no problem; 
they have plenty of places to stash, bash and cash-you 
out. But they, because they always work through deceit 
and lies, have to have a cover to hide behind for the 
start-up of their ACTIONS. They have to fool ENOUGH 
of.you to get the hooks into you and then you can’t do 
anything even if you wanted to. Then the trouble- 
MAKERS will be tucked away. Remember, they do not 
even have to confront you with an ACCUSER any more. 
This is why we advocate no violence, no lawlessness, no 
confrontations, no weapons-NO PROBLEMS. If 
America ever had need of a COOL HEAD, it is NOW. 
WISDOM IS YOUR COURSE OF ACTION AND 
STUDY. 

My suggestion is that unless you MUST travel- 
DON’T LEAVE HOME! I ask that no visitors come or 
go from Ekkers’ dwelling as in “vacation” or “lengthy 
visit”. It is DANGEROUS, for ANY excuse to take note 
will be utilized. Care enough about your relatives to 
suggest that they only act as family. For you who think 
you have to go on vacation yourselves-do it with great 
care, for privacy is being taken from you with every 
move you now make. The roads will be monitored and 
every vehicle will pass checkpoints 
even Our people don’t have clandestine 
meetings anywhere, or groups to be infiltrated, or cause 
for any actions at all. Your paper with THIS TYPE OF 
INFORMATION offers you security, for our people are 
not a rip-roaring religious faction of any kind NOR 
patriot arms-bearers. We have, in fact, told you how it 
IS and they know that we will always give you truth- 
and that includes the STRENGTH OF YOUR ENEMY! 
OUR WRITINGS IN THE THE JOUR- 
NALS WILL PROTECT YOU WHO FOLLOW OUR 
SUGGESTIONS BECAUSE YOU WON’T BE OUT 
THERE DOING STUPID THINGS. This is now come 
the time whereat if you choose to do stupid things, we 
cannot help you to undo whatever comes down. Why 
would you expect God to help you do ever increasingly 
stupid things? 

Can’t you see what is happening in California as a 
picture-perfect example of the “sidestep dance”? You 
have a POLITICIAN (Wilson) who is a distractor. The 
State is Bankrupt, the cities are bankrupt and the asses 
don’t want to be caught in the entangled harnesses. It 
is somehow better for them personally to get into and 
within the fold of the big power brokers in Washington 
or, at the least, out of the “responsibility” loop while 
the “running” is available. Deukmejian, for instance, 
had sense enough to get out of his political hot-seat 
BEFORE IT GOT TOO HOT and he could escape the 
personal confrontation of the major shenanigans ofjust 
such things as the line of S&L, RTC and political 
corruption hangman’s noose. I note that on a “clear 
day” most of you still can’t see across your doorstep, 
much 
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[QUOTING:] 

Americans, who have been watching the degenera- 
tion of our society, the increase in violence, drugs, 
pornography, and the national debt, often write us for 
advice about what to do “once the nation falls” into 
Socialism, insolvency and surrender. Some use the 
forbidden “C” word, by asking what they should do 
“when the Communists take over.” My friends, when 
the Thought-theology (psychopolitics) of what we un- 
derstand is Communism finally takes over in America, 

Does this sound preposterous? Think about it. 
How would you know “when Communism, sold as 
democracy,” is the ultimate law of the land? If those 
who are now employing “more powerful levers and 
more subtle webs” succeed in their plans, most of those 
living in this country may not notice much of a differ- 
ence from what they think of as the American Way 
these days! 

Karl Marx, the Jewish hippy who invented what is 
known today as “Scientific Socialism”, was not himself 
a Communist and never claimed to be one. Mr. Marx, 
it is now known, collaborated with some wealthy totali- 
tarian Socialists, and they let him put his name on their 
joint effort, and it was titled, the 

It was a scheme of powerful levers and subtle 
webs. There is so little difference between Socialism 
and Communism that 70 years after the 

was published, Lenin, the Socialist 
founder of modern Communism, called himself a Com- 
munist but named Russia and other conquered terri- 
tories the Union of Republics. Regardless of 
what Communism is called, it would be identified by at 
least ten basic planks as set forth in the 
These political planks need to be listed here, not only 
as a review but as a template by which to gauge the 
American government and policies today. [H: I have 

these 
hear clearly if they are again laid forth from 
Earth-man.] 

Did you know that the Federal Government of 
Washington, D.C. now owns over 40% ofthe land mass 
of the United States? That is more land than the entire 
country east of the Mississippi River. It does so in 
direct violation of the The 
Federal Government now owns more than 10% of all 
industrial properties, and owns railroads, bar.;e lines, 
etc. As the government buys more and more land, this 
property is taken off the tax rolls, and this increases the 
taxes all of us must pay on the land we suppose that we 
own. Most Americans think that they own their land. 
They think that a certain parcel upon which they live 
actually belongs to them. Have your lawyer explain to 
you why your deeds have been drawn as they have or 
why you and your wife are called “tenants in common” 
and other strange language and phrases. Here is the 
rule of law: If you must pay the state or county a 

The land that is still informally held in private 
hands, is now subject to state and municipal controls 
called “land use” and you can only do certain things on 
land that you suppose you own. If you actually owned 
it, instead of being merely a “tenant with a vested 
interest in it”, no city, state or federal controls could be 
imposed upon it. Yet, you accept zoning restrictions as 
normal and allow the city to impose “rent controls”. 
You sit tight when the Federal Government tells you, 
via an unconstitutional statute, that you must rent 
“your property” to anyone who comes to your door, 
regardless of race, color, national origin and sexual 
preference. From where did they get the lawful juris- 
diction to tell you what you can do on “your property”? 
If indeed it is your property, there is no such authority 
except that which you voluntarily submit to. However, 
since you are merely a tenant paying property use tax 
rent on the land, they have every right to tell you how 
you will use that property and how far from the property 
line you must build any house, etc. Can you imagine 
Patrick Henry putting up with such nonsense? Of 
course not! But then, Patrick Henry was a Freeman, not 
a Communist. He did not hold Communist ideas about 
the use of land, as most Americans today do. How about 
you? Are you a Communist when it comes to land use? 
As to the use of land, every Senator and every Con- 
gressman is a Communist today. Nothing much will 
change “when Communism takes over”, except that you 
will know that you are a mere tenant and not a land 
owner as you had supposed for years. Some of you 
tenants will be pushed off the state’s land so that 
another tenant can use your nice home and farm and if 
you illegally resist, you may be legally shot. 

When the Communist agent, Woodie Guthrie, wrote 
the now famous song, 

he was writing with the Communist 
understanding about land and land ownership. Yet 
patriotic groups, ignorant of Communist objectives, 
often sing that song with the same attitude and rever- 
ence as they do with 
grief! 

This is probably the best known of the Marxist- 
Communist political concepts in use today in America. 
If there is any Communist 

uproperty tax”, and the state or county can sell your been imposed unlawfully on most Americana, 

property to someone else if you fail to pay the tax, you 
are not the actual and lawful owner of that land or 
property! Marx called the use tax on land, rent. Today 
it is called “property tax” and while universally ac- 
cepted by most Americans, the property tax is 100Y0 
Marxist (Communist) in nature. How then will you 
know when “Communism over?” 
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which affects their very lives and fortunes the most, the 
Communist Income Tax has to be it. If there was any 
statute that employed more “powerful levers” or ‘Subtle 
webs”, you would be hard pressed to find it. As with the 
progressive tax on property, it is a Communist.idea of 
“from each according to his ability and to each accord- 
ing to his need” that finds exact expression in ‘the 
federal and state graduated Income Tax laws. Yet 9d% 
of all Americans accept that system of federal revenue 
taxation as if it were both Scriptural and American. It 
is neither. It comes from the and 
is the main cornerstone of Communist Thought-theol- 
ogy; Marxism-Leninism is not only a political thought, 
but is also the religion of the Communist-Socialist. I 
was sitting at a restaurant meal with two Baptist min- 
isters and their wives recently. These men had come to 
see me regarding several theological opinions that I 
hold and set forth in 4. During the 
discussion, the subject of the Marxist Federal Income 
Tax came up, and I stated that I had not filed a return 
in over 20 years. One of the minister’s wives blurted 
right out, “I think I should turn you in!” Here was a 
woman claiming to be a Christian who was perfectly at 
ease turning in another Christian to the federal authori- 
ties over the matter of a Communist taxing system! 
What did the two ministers say concerning the outburst 
from this wife? Nothing. Now, how could they under- 
stand the deeper meanings of 4 when they 
were functional Communists in Thought-theology 
(Psychopolitics)? Here is a plank of the 

so ingrained in their sub-conscious minds 
that they were silent when this woman suggested that I 
be turned over to the authorities! It is a well-known 
hallmark of Communism when you see people turning 
in their neighbors to the authorities. It is now begin- 
ning on a large scale in America with such carefully 
prepared TV shows as where 
the TV uses brutal murders, drug and child abuse 
crimes to get the public accustomed to thinking about 
turning people in so as to solve these crimes. You will 
become a “state hero” and even be paid $1,000 for your 
help. Next, you will be paid for turning in people who 
own firearms or teach the citizenry about unlawful 
government activities. Will you really reco&ze ike 

In spite of the federal Estate Tax of 1916, your 
Marxist government has yet to accomplish this objec- 
tive. They have imposed a heavy inheritance tax, 
illegally confiscating a large part of that property a 
man leaves to his children. After a couple of genera- 
tions, the property is gone. How many people do you 
know who still live on their grandfather’s farm or 
ranch? Naturally, the lower classes, who have chosen 
not to save enough to purchase property, have no 
inheritances to leave. The super-rich have been pro- 
vided the use of tax-exempt foundations so that their 
wealth is passed on to their posterity. It is the great 
middle-class that the Marxist objectives are directed 
toward, and which succeed very well in America. Where 
does the Federal Government get the authority and 
jurisdiction to tax the property of the deceased7 

Emigrants are people who a country, and that 
does not apply to Americans. However, look at what is 
done to Americans your government calls “rebels.” All 
your government needs to do is allege that a person is 
a “tax resister” or a drug pusher and his property and 
real es&e can be confiscated without due process. 
Some of saw the story on where 
a citizen’s property was taken by the Federal authori- 
ties without dne process merely because she had rented 
the house to people later determined to have been using 

the house for drug traffic. All your gc-rernment needs 
to do. is allege that property, real estate, cars, boats, 
etcf, are owned by those involved in drugs, and this 
proper.ty can be taken and sold’ under Public Law 99- 
S70 het.in place in 1986. You have read the horror 
stories. Some minimum wage seaman can sneak drugs 
aboard a:million dollar ship, 

the ship is confiscated by the govein- 
ment without due process of law! 

3 

AN 

It was through the Federal Reserve Act of 19 13 that 
the ‘private banking cartel known as the FEDERAL 
RESERVEBANK came into being. It is through this 
scheme, with the government controlling the banks and 
credit for the benefit of the secret shareholders, that the 
effect of this objective of the Communists came into 
being in the United States. The super rich bankers, 
while liked the controls envisioned by Karl Marx, 
decided that all the usury and profits should go into 

pockets instead of the federal coffers. It is this 
small bank of Iniernational Bankers who decide how 
much interest you are going to pay on your home 
mortgage and they have the monopoly power to force 
other banks to-charge the same rates. Individual credit 
can be given or withheld at the whim of these bankers. 
The private FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING SYS- 
TEM is neither “federal” nor does it have any “re- 
serves” as commonly thought. The local Federal Re- 
serve Bank is not listed’under agencies of the Federal 
Government in your phone book, but listed in the white 
pages as any other private business. 

The FEPERAL RESERVE NOTES, which you carry 
in your pocket. though printed by the Federal Govem- 
ment for those private banker’s use, and identified as 
“legal tender”, are in fact privately circulated bank 
notes. As “notes” they do not certify that the U.S. 
Treasury has gold or silver to “back them” but state on 
their face that the U.S. Government is in debt to that 
amount. You are not paying your bills with certificates 
of wealth, but with evidences of federal debt. You are 
passing the U.S. debt to the bankers around among 
yourselves as if it was lawful money. The 
Federal Reserve makes huge profits for its member 
banks, 

and they have never been audited by any govern- 
ment agency. A couple of years ago, Senator Metcalf of 
Washington State launched a campaign against the 
FEDERAL RESERVE and had it put on the ballot to 
restore the right to create money to the Congress as 
specified in the The people in Washing- 
ton State were so ignorant or Communist-minded that 
they actually voted it down! 

In 1933, when so many banks lost their shirts and 
had to repay their depositors or close their doors, the 
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT was changed to incorporate 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) [H: 

Here 
is how that works, and we can see it with the current 
Savings and Loan scandals. In good times, the bankers 
make huge profits. However, in bad times, the Ameri- 
can taxpayers are called upon to bail out the bankers, 
letting them retain their personal assets. How will you 
know when “Communism takes over”? Most people are 
so accustomed to the yoke of Communism, thrust upon 
them in the name of “democracy” and “Social Secu- 
rity”, that they believe that these things must be the 
form of government our Forefathers gave us. They 
think it is normal to have total taxes in amounts to 50% 
of income. Where is their Great Republic based upon 
the Common Law and the For all prac- 
tical purposes, it no longer exists. 

All radio and television networks are licensed and 
permitted to operate only at the good pleasure of the 
Federal Government through the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission. Because their programming is un- 
der strict federal guidelines, anti-Communist programs 
are rarely aired. How many of you can recall one TV 
program, in the past 30 years, which set forth the 
Communist objectives for the conquest of America and 
the world? Instead, all programming is designed to 
promote Socialist thinking, and our country is never 
referred to as a republic but 
RACY. All news is designed to promote the Commu- 
nists and their leading individuals as reasonable people, 
and anti-Communist nations, such as South Africa, are 
always cast in an unfavorable light. Communist objec- 
tives for America, such as degeneration of moral val- 
ues, interracial marriage, promiscuous sex, and homo- 
sexual life styles, are treated in both the news and the 
“situation comedies” as totally normal and health be- 
havior, and are given to us and our children on a daily 
basis. All transportation by air is under either the 
Federal Aviation Agency or the Civil Aeronautics Ad- 
ministration, and the government controls how these 
private businesses operate and the fares and rates that 
they can charge. The Federal Government controls 
every form of interstate commerce, and sets the rates 
that these private businesses can charge and even how 
long a truck driver can drive his own truck in a given 

&Ye 

The Federal Government now owns and operates 
more than 25,000 corporate units in direct competition 
with private enterprise. Most of these corporations are 
operated at staggering losses, even though they pay no 
property taxes and no interest on invested capital. All 
of these, along with their losses, are being operated 
without the slightest shred of Constitutional authority. 
Furthermore, according to figures taken from the Fed- 
eral Budget, the aggregate losses of these federally 
owned businesses and property, including the lost state 
and local taxes thereon, exceed the total amount col- 
lected each year on the personal Income Taxes! Ac- 
cording to the LIBERTY AMENDMENT COMMIT- 
TEE, from whom statistics were taken, the sale of 
these unlawfully owned businesses would retire about 
one third of the national debt, and make the personal 
individual Income Taxes a thing of the past. This 
author is 100% in favor of bringing wastelands into 
cultivation and improving the soil. However, this must 
be done on a private enterprise basis, and not as the 
result of federal bureaucratic intervention. However, 
in accordance to the Marxist orientation of our govern- 
ment, swarms of New Officers (to use the language of 
the have been descend- 
ing upon our farmers. There is the Bureau of Land 
Management, Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Mines, 
Environmental Protection Agency, and many others. I 
do not need to comment on the crisis now being faced 
by America’s independent farmers. It is not the result 
of incompetent farmers but because of federal meddling 
in both their agricultural and financial affairs. 

ARMIES. 
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In the first sentence, the emphasis should be on the 
word, This is to be a “worker’s paradise” and 
therefore all have an equality liability, a pecuniary 
obligation, to labor. Every citizen, according to Marx, 
is required to labor, and every person is to be assigned 
a job. There is to be no non-laboring middle class 
working as salesmen and shopkeepers. In spite of 
massive government boondoggles in agriculture, the 
American farmer has found a way to produce food that 
feeds not only our country, but those countries as the 
USSR and China which still suppose that the Marxist 
way for agriculture may someday work. Once the 
farmers finally fail in large numbers, not because of 
agricultural flaws so much as corporate debt, the Marx- 
ist agriculture armies, gathered from those “huddled 
masses yearning to be free”, that now clog up the 
welfare rolls, will be sent forth to plant, till and harvest 
in the vain hope that they can feed the people. 

The destruction of the cities has been going on 
since the Roosevelt Depression. Socialist confiscatory 
property and business taxes on producers, and welfare 
handouts to non-producers, have driven commerce and 
industry out of the cities and provides the excuse for 
federal control of land use, environmental impact stud- 
ies, and regional planning. Federal regional planning 

between states and over state lines, is the way this 
Marxist plank is being carried out today. 

ante and their attitudes, and remember that crime and 

When Karl Marx wrote “free” he meant 
sory education of the children under the control of the 
State. Because of the contract with the State known as 
the “Marriage License”, your children are legally Wards 
of the State. They must have “shots” and a Social 
Security number “required to protect the State’s wards”. 
State-run and tax-financed government schools began 
soon after the publishing of the 

with the key leader at that time being Horace 
Mann. Next came socialized or often called “progres- 
sive” education under the guidance of John Dewey. 
How many of you remember having to read about the 
wonders of Socialism in books by Lincoln Stephens in 
high school? The most Socialist class in any high 
school is not history or social science but English, 
where the teacher can direct the children to read certain 
books and make reports on them. English is the only 
required class for all students, and it is there that the 
Communists have directed their most attention. Under 
Biblical law, early American instruction, where stu- 
dents were studying Greek and Latin by 9 years of age, 
has always been the responsibility of the parents and 
their church assembly. Children were taught the moral 
values of the parents and of their church. Today, it is 
the State that determines what the standards will be for 
the children’s education. Federal Aid to Education 
determines how the States will set up the basic teach- 
ings and philosophy and this is exactly what Marx had 
in mind. This form of education teaches the child to 
look to the State for help, and the State becomes the 
child’s “god”. Christian instruction, incontrast, teaches 
the child to look to God, and that if he needs a hand he 
finds one at the end of his arm. As you look at our youth 
educated in government schools; observe their appear- 

drug use is increasing seven times as fast as the popula- 
tion, you will see the evil genius of Karl Marx in full 
bloom. As you re-read this section, notice that I have 
drawn a clear distinction between “instruction” and 
“education”. It is Humanistic, New Age, and Eastern 
philosophy that man is intrinsically good. Hence the 
use of the word “education” by the modern Socialist, 
which means from the Latin, “draw the good out”. In 
contrast, the teaches that all men are sinners, and 
that they are basically of a sinful, wicked nature. Thus, 
there is no way to “draw good out” of them. Christian 
philosophy, based upon,the truth of the teaches 
that children are to be that is to have the 
good of God’s Laws put into them so that they can be 
pleasing in God’s sight. Today, those church groups 
that teach that God’s Laws are still in full force and 
effect, always refer to their schools as Christian In- 
struction. Those churches who have gone the way of 
Humanism, teaching that God’s Laws, Statutes and 
Judgments were abandoned at The Cross, rightly call 
their schools “Christian Education”. The term “Chris- 
tian Education” is an oxymoron, an absurd contradic- 
tion in meaning to those of us with even a smattering of 
classical study. 

As to the second part of Marx’s 10th Plank, chil- 
dren under 16 are not permitted to work for wages. All 
private apprenticeships have been abolished for chil- 
dren seeking to learn a trade before the age of 16. 
Roosevelt’s Socialist friends had the Fair Labor Stan- 
dards Act passed in 1937 where apprenticeships are 
now under control of the State. 

the King wanted to confiscate “assault rifles” being 

I have taken six pages to teach you what Commu- 
nism really is from the works of their founders, Karl 
Marx. Now, fellow American, 

J. Edgar Hoover, in his classic book on the 
Communist threat to America, wrote 
that his greatest fear was that Americans would become 
“state-of-mind Communists” while adamantly denying 
any interest or adherence to Communism. My friends, 
that is exactly what has happened. Most Americans go 
along with every single plank of the 
festo and even suppose that it is the American Way! 

Several months ago I wrote about the Marxist 
Income Tax and the reasons why I was opposed to it. I 
further stated in public print that I had not filed any 
returns for 20 years nor paid any tax in all that time. 
These ON TARGET are widely 
photocopied and circulated with my permission and 
encouragement. However, they go from friend to friend 
and then to the Christian ignorant among the silent 
majority, and ultimately to the Socialist enemy. You 
cannot believe the letters we get from professing Chris- 
tians! I have read their letter admonishing me to read 

13, supposing that I had not managed to read 
that far into the They call my attention 
to Christ’s words to “render unto Caesar...” and think 
that whatever is demanded by government under a 
pretext of law must be dutifully turned over to Socialist 
schemes, heathen peoples around. the world and social 
dropouts around the country as part of our Christian 
witness, testimony, and responsibility. 

According to these Christians, educated into the 
Communist Thought-theology psyhopolitics of the gov- 
ernment schools, apparently the American Colonists 
should have paid the tax on tea demanded of King 
George instead of “damaging their Christian testimony 
in an act of violence” by dumping it all into Boston 
harbor. The tax was, after all, “the Law” and imposed 
lawfully by those in authority. Worse than that, when 

stored in Concord, “Christian patriots should have 
turned them over to the Red Coats instead of killing 
people at Concord Bridge”. 

Those early Americans are identified as Patriots, 
but those of us who object to the very same things today 
are thought of as unAmerican at best and unchristian 
at worst. Do you see the problem we have today? 
Christians are now “state-of-mind Communists” as 
feared and predicted years and years ago. How do I 
reason with a “state-of-mind” Communist, who sup- 
poses that his political, moral and economic under- 
standing comes right out of the 

The Federal Income Tax Statutes, and the Supreme 
Court decisions supporting them, clearly state that 
wages and salaries are not “income”. Yet Christian 
Communists in America, in profess to be patriotic 
assemblies, have been conned into waiving that statu- 
tory provision and to “voluntarily” agreeing to pay the 
first part of their increase not to God’s Law but to 
Caesar, in direct violation of God’s Law set forth in 
Scripture. And they wonder why God stopped blessing 
America right after the Marxist Income Tax Statutes 
went into effect! Looking deeper still, we find that even 
the Marxist Income Tax Statutes made Constitutional 
by the applies only to those non- 
white citizens It 
also includes corporateofftcers, folks who live in Wash- 
ington, D.C. and other Federal enclaves, military people 
and those who work in government jobs. But, people 
who exchange their time for wages, salaries, commis- 
sions, etc., are not required to file returns or pay federal 
taxes. Oh, your minister never told you these things? 
And your dad never knew them? Why are you giving 
the first portion of the wonderful blessings God gives 
you through increase of your land and labor of your 
hands and mind, to promote Communism, totalitarian 
Socialism and other wicked things at home and abroad? 
Shame on you! Repent of your ways. 

I will tell you why you pay without a whimper! It 
is because you are scared to death of the wicked agents 
of the Internal Revenue and their well-publicized cruel 
activities and brutal enforcement procedures. Most of 
you lack the guts for such basic Christian service to 
your country, if the truth was really known. Some of my 
best friends and most generous supporters have con- 
fessed this fear to me privately and I have wept for their 
souls. You must understand, Scripture teaches that the 
fearful, right along with the unbelievers, murderers, 
whoremongers, sorcerers, idolaters and liars shall have 
their part in the lake which burns with fire and brim- 
stone. Read tl:B about those listed among 
the non-overcomers! Those who are afraid, are just as 
wicked in God’s Eyes, as some of the most terrible of 
anti-Christ people! Take your 

and do a word study on all the variations of the 
word fear and it will open your eyes of understanding. 
Oh, how I pray that some of my wonderful Team 
Members and other financial supporters will turn from 
their fearful ways and not be included among that 
wretched lot at the end of time. 

Did you know that if you file Income Tax returns, 
you place your legal status under Admiralty Law, and 
waive your Common Law rights under the first Ten 
Amendments to the The fearful, under 
an ironic twist to God’s Law, find themselves unpro- 
tected by the Zst and cannot lawfully claim 
the right to religious freedom or the right of free 
speech, etc. They cannot claim the right to keep and 
bear arms as set forth in the 2nd Since so 
few Americans remain who have these rights, the laws 
on the gradual confiscation of any “semi-automatic 
weapon” are now being enacted, beginning with the so- 
called assault rifles, and hand guns that have an ammu- 
nition magazine or “clip”. Are you surprised? These 
laws have been on the books for 20 years awaiting this 
day and hour! I know that some do not believe me on 
this, but see for yourself. Go to your local library and 
ask the librarian to show you where the 

books are shelved. There are 25 these in the 
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set, reddish-brown in.color. They are printed by the about the one in Tehachapi, California- they offer to ders which are simply printed in the’Federa1 Register. 
United States Government. Select Volume 9 and turn drive these Satanic speakers from out of the city-or After thirty days these become law and carry the 
to page 554. Read public law 87-297 signed into law by worse: death! full impact of law passed by the United States Con- 
John F. Kennedy in 1961. Every President since then gress. These laws are unconstitutional because the 
has worked to gradually enact its provisions, knowing Tell me the top 10 stats from Sunday’s does not afford any person the right to 
that most Americans would not approve. Read along Superbowl! Welcome Home America! God have mercy create law by himself that negates the 
through that public law to page 559, and you will see on your children in the Middle East! To understand just how this could all come about, 
that it calls for our Armed Forces to be eliminated from NOW IN EFFECT you need to open your eyes, your mind and your heart. 
NATIONAL CONTROL, which in turn wipes out our (CHECK THEM ONE BY ONE AGAINST THE’COM- What we have discovered is quite scary, very much 
sovereignty as a nation. In the third state we shall see unconstitutional and in every sense, acts of treason to 
a “zero military” and before stage one closes, all citi- 18995 takes over all corn- the United States of America. There are individuals in 
Zen-owned guns will be banned. This issue of national munications media. this world, within this country, and in our own govern- 
disarmament is now being discussed with world lead- IO997 takes over all electric ment who would like to rule the world, and they do 
ers, and the ban on certain defensive weapons here at power, petroleum, gas, fuel and minerals. believe that this is possible. They are and have been 
home is not new at all, but part of a treasonous scheme 10998 takes over all food working towards this goal for decades. Some of the 
to render America as a nation, and our citizens as resources and farms. individuals caught up in this endeavor have been our 
individuals, helpless against the Socialist-Communist 10999 takes over a11 means very own elected offtcials. These power-hungry indi- 
conquest of the world. of transportation, controls highways and seaports. viduals have corrupted our government and are work- 

Here is another problem: Are you sitting under a 11000 drafts all citizens ing on sabotaging our freedom by destroying the 
minister who is a state-of-mind Communist, one of the into work forces under the governmental supervision. States, in order to establish the 
fearful who still files Income Tax returns? Sure, he 11001 takes over all health, “New World Order” (a.k.a. “Global Community”). 
may be a nice guy. Sure, he may seem to be a kindly, welfare and educational functions. To bring about this. New World Order, and ulti- 
loving man. But he is one of the fearful, classified by ZlOOt empowers the Post- mately the single World Government, there are several 
Godly John and Jesus Christ as being among the master General to register al1 citizens nationwide. things that must come about: 
whoremongers and liars? Are you sending God’s tithe takes over al1 air- 
and your offerings to any “religious group” that is ports and aircraft. and 

claiming “tax exemption” and thus under the jurisdic- takes over housing Constitution a 
tion of our Communist democracy of the District of and finance authorities and housing designated as “un- 
Columbia7 If you read our materials long enough, you safe”. Establishes new locations for populations, relo- [to the USURPERS] 
will see a thread of theme about the ministers and cates communities, builds new housing with public 
preaching in America that is causing most of our funds. and 

problems. I remember back in the 11005 takes over all rail- and, 

God’s nation of Israel had some major problems under roads, inland waterways, and public storage facilities. The American people have become so accustomed 
King Jeroboam. You might need to see how God dealt designates responsi- to their freedom and the constitutional safeguards af- 
with His People in those days, as sort of a forecast of bilities of the Office of Emergency Planning giving forded them, that they have paid little, if any, attention 
what is soon to pass in America. (Z 12, etc.) The authorization to put the above orders into effect in to what is and could be happening around them. The 
bottom line then was that Jeroboam “made priests of the times of increased international tension or economic or international establishment has planned this and is 
lowest of the people” (v.3 1). Christ, through St. John financial crisis. working to use this weakness to erode our freedom and 
in says that the lowest of people are the take control of the United States. 
the “fearful”. You cannot be Godly and fearful at the supported by 
same time, and the word study suggested previ- several of our elected off&&, moves the United States 
ously should have established that fact firmly in your first of America closer to the mandates of the 
mind. Therefore, all fearful are also ungodly, ifyou can 1991, add 

follow that logic. The first a fantastic on The U.S. has entered into many United Nations 
collection of distilled wisdom, begins with this most Executive Orders:] treaties (Genocide Treaty, Human Rights Treaty and 
important truth: “Blessed is the manthat walketh not in ZZ649-Signed by Presi- Total Disarmament Treaty) that steal away our rights 
the counsel of the ungodly-fearful.. .” How many of dent Richard Nixon, it divided the United States into under the Despite the noble titles of 
my wonderful friends and readers are still taking coun- regions, now to be controlled by FEMA and its fifty these treaties, the truth of the motives of the U.N. 
se1 of the fearful, men whom the calls priests of unelected officials. NAFTA and GATT are regional becomes self-evident under the most fundamental scru- 
the lowest of people, who it so often also appears, are agreements-part of the “New World Order” and not tiny. 
state-of-mind Communists? about free trade. The “War on Drugs” is the guise the Federal Gov- 

Z29Z9-Signed by Presi- ernment uses to legitimize the invoking of Martial Law 
[END OF QUOTING] dent Bill Clinton, a derivative of the War Powers Act, tactics (under the Drug & Crime Emergency Act), 

takes away our rights to privacy, liberty, property, while they continue to covertly import the drugs and 
And so be it. contact, and even our rights to a Constitutional Court weapons they claim to be fighting against. This guise 
Now, Dharma, allow us to again present the of Law. conveniently facilitates the total disarmament of all 

which have now been brought into play- weapons (public and private) as mandated by the United 
obviating even the need of Congressional agreement in Nations. 
order to become law against you-the-people. WHAT ARE THEY? Without the complicity of the Federal Government, 

Before we do so, however, I am going ask you a crime of this magnitude could not exist. 
few questions and let us see if you REALLY see and are laws established by United These Executive Orders establish the basis for the 
understand that which I give you and that which IS! States Presidents. These laws are not passed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). 

Congress g the Senate, and create an end-run around FEMA has the power to completely rule over the Ameri- 
1. What is the name of the new Soviet Foreign the These laws begin as can people, any time the President should decide to 

Minister? 
2. What is the first plank in the 

3. Whose picture is on the $20 Federal Bank 
“note”? 

4. What is an SSlZ? Who developed it? Where is 
it now? 

5. What did you have for breakfast Saturday 
last? 

6. If you attend church, give me the doctrines 
according to denomination! Where did your minister 
get his “education” and did he get a “Christian Educa- 
tion” or “Christian Instructions”? 

7. What do you REALLY know about this “Chris- 
tian Community” within your own town? Funny thing 

Canal ? 
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declare If this should ever happen, the 
director of FEMA (an unelected official) the autho- 
rization to enact all Executive Orders, giving him full 
dictatorial control over all of the United States, its 
resources, and its people. Martial law suspends all 
prior or existing laws, functions, systems and programs 
of civil government, and replaces them with a military 
system. These systems include the courts, mail, sani- 
tation, aviation and transportation, firefighting, po- 
lice, agricultural products and services, public and 
private storage facilities, health, education and wel- 
fare. The American people and all their belongings 
become chattel of FEMA, and the United Nations Peace 
Keeping Forces will be in absolute control of our country. 

When will this happen? As soon as all legal and 
illegal firearms are confiscated by forced house-to- 
house search and seizure. As of February, 1994, Al 
Gore has formed the “Central Law Enforcement 
Agency.” Gore is the Czar of this agency. This agency 
will control all law enforcement in the United States: 
FBI, ATF, DEA, Secret Service, and would usurp power 
from local/state, county sheriff, etc., under the name of 
the MJFT will wear 
black uniforms and have black military equipment, 
including helicopters. MJTF cooperates with the 

FINCEN operates under the World Bank, Interpol, 
U.N. and federal directives and is composed of foreign 
U.N. military personnel. 

FINCEN is a global economic police force using 
INSLAW computer programs to track &I financial 
transactions of every civilian. Clinton’s phoney health 
care crisis is a cover to force a national I.D. card on 
every U.S. citizen, so you can be tracked by FINCEN. 

To every concerned citizen of this country who can 
read and comprehend, are in your County 
Law Library under Presidential Documents, U.N. trea- 
ties, Executive Orders, printed in the Federal Register, 
NAFTA, and soon to be GATT, New Crime Bill, 
War Powers Act and State Department Bulletin 7277 
which explains the complete disarmament of our mili- 
tary and private citizens. 

Some of FEMA’s secret martial law programs tak- 
ing place right now are Wintex-Cimex 83; Pressure 
Point 84, Rex 82 Bravo, Rex 84 Alpha, Night Train 84 
and Cable Splicer/Garden Plot. And soon, Operation 
Night Stalker. 

John F. Kennedv. at Columbia Universitv in 1963, 
said it nerfectlv: 

Ten davs later. John F. 
Kennedv was assassinated! 

THINK ABOUT IT, AMERICA! Salu. 

It’s Going To Be 

A Long, Hot Summer 
will be “in” between midnight to 6 a.m. SEVEN days a 
week. The City Council voted unanimously to pass this 

MARGARET THATCHER IN U.S. law “because of increased juvenile violence and gang 
activity in the district”. So, all around the nation there 

I am asked a bunch of questions about why “Maggie will be such curfews and, as the heat and violence 
Thatcher is in the U.S. and gets all the attention she increase, the places for relief and calming are CLOSED 
does?” Yes indeed, Margaret Thatcher is a very impor- DOWN. The places which remain OPEN will have 
tant consort to Kings (i.e., YOUR U.S. Presidents). tight control by police which will further inflame the 
She is a major part of the British New World Order now citizens. 
headquartered in the U.S.A. She has simply come to This is, of course, aimed at the large BLACK 
maintain her place in the ranks of the population. Do I insult by naming the “Blacks” as 

for political meshing with the Bilderbergers and being the target? I hope not because you will be foolish 
other recent decisions of such as the G-7 (8 with the indeed if you think it “just” Blacks in point. Don’t you 
Soviets’ “Yeltsin” who “reached a full understanding” realize that all of the “people of color” are NOW legally 
with Bill “Clinton”, according to “Yeltsin”). You are referred to as “Blacks”? 
seeing the results in your terrorist activities picking up 
and more opportunities to GETCHA! Will this be a WHO SCARES WHOM? 
long-hot summer? It is going to be a nightmare, if that WAKING UP TO TRUTH 
is what you ask in reality. 

So, who is scared of whom?? The politicians,’ 
THE HOT SUMMER lawyers and crooked Corporate Giants are terrified and 

should be. Especially Jewish “race” had better be 
As of today, more parks will be closing along with totally and completely scared to death. THEY ARE 

swimming pools and public recreation facilities in Los THE TARGETS OF THESE ONCE-TRADED SLAVES 
Angeles and other cities. Orange County, a victim of 
“Derivatives” now blamed on one poor man couldn’t 

THAT WERE TRADED BY THE JEWS AND BRITISH 
ISRAELIS. 

have done it ALL by himself (a “superman” much like The “Blacks” are not going to be forever unmindful 
“Oliver North”), is also shutting down and laying off of their persecutors, readers. One day the light of facts 
massive numbers of employees because the people are 
mad as hell and won’t vote them in any more taxes, 

is going to dawn on the hapless people being stirred 
into a frenzy and treated like the rest of YOU SLAVES 

even a tiny sales tax. Fine, this is exactly what and they will strike out blindly at the ones who are 
NW0 wants to see! problem. 

Where do people go to get away from their HOT The dumbing-down of citizens will not save 
dreary little cubicles? Where do children GO to them. The Blacks who know truth will rise up for they 
recreate themselves in normal growth and activities? have NOTHING ELSE TO LOSE! 
With the crackdown of rfreon” for refrigeration sys- 
tems, friends, the cooling systems are set to fail and the 
old and overloaded electrical facilities are set to “fail” 
or underproduce. ONLY THE ELITE WHITE CRAZIES WILL BE 

Dharma came down to start to write only to find LEFT AND YOU HAD BETTER TRADE IN YOUR 
their freezer running but dead, everything defrosted FLAGS NOW BECAUSE THE MAJOR “SKINHEAD” 
and mostly “lost”. It hasn’t been such a good time GROUPS WILL JOIN WITH THE “BLACKS” WHEN 
around here this month. There is no point in “fixing” THEY REALIZE THE LIES AND SET-UP OF THEM- 
it for there will be laws against its freezing mechanism, SELVES. IT IS GOING TO BE BLOODBATH 
in the near future. But as with here, people can’t afford WHEREIN THE STREETS AND RIVERS WILL RUN 
to replace the refrigeration appliances with new and RED JUST LIKE TOLD IN THESE 
more expensive, less efficient appliances. .Remember: SELF-STYLED AND FALSE JUDEANS-CALLING 
Poor people live with the old second-hand cast offs. THEMSELVES “JEWS/‘-HAVEN’T SEEN A HOLO- 
They can’t go buy new and shiny things like freezers CAUST TO MATCH WHAT IS COMING AGAINST 
and refrigerators. THEM FOR THESE EVIL ACTS OF THE BANDS OF 

Yes indeed, it is going to be a very intense summer. SERPENT PEOPLE BECOMING THE KHAZARIAN 
Ekkers’, for instance, was already a used, second-hand STOLEN-NAME “JEWS”, BECOMING THE COM- 
hand-me-down which was certainly fine for it has MUNISTS, BECOMING NOW THE NEW WORLD 
lasted “another” 16 years beyond its first discarding, ORDER. For goodness sakes, readers, can’t you beau- 
but now it is hardly worthy of repair, in all probability. tiful Jewish people SEE? Zionists and “Jew” has 
No, friends, this is not going to be a particularly EASY NOTHING TO DO WITH RACE OR COLOR-ONLY 
transition and you ofthe more mature age-group MUST The ones who tout being Christian, ARE 
keep your heads cool even if your bodies are hot for the NOT! Watch them and you will see that 
youngsters are in total confusion and frustration very OPPOSITE of that which is “CHRISTian”. Nei- 

ther God nor Hosts will stop that which is coming in 
STIRRING UP TROUBLE rising up of the deceived against the deceivers. It will 

be truly terrible. Will God intervene ever? Yes, for 
In Washington D.C. the curfew for juveniles is “days 

effective TODAY. children under 17 years of age REMNANT. 
. . 
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Furthermore, although Peter Wright devotes fully 
519195 392 pages to revealing a good deal of information about 

on espionage in Britain, rehashing much that 
pages 19-34 in the S/16/95 13-15 had earlier been printed by writers, he never once 

and 

16 is on 5-6 in the 616195 issue; I 7-18 masonry are as dangerous in their subversion of 
on 

on 6120195 and quiet admiration of how well the Trotskyites and Zion- 
on 6127195 ists have operated. But even more amazing, Wright 

spends a tremendous amount of time praising, defend- 
ing, and covering up for the antics of his close personal 

It’s so very obvious 
all the way through the book that it’s downright embar- 
rassing. And why not? It was Rothschild who con- 
vinced Wright to do the book in the ftrst place, since 
Rothschild was beginning to come under some flack 

by David Emerson GuMa& from several Conservative quarters in England, as a 
Communist agent by that time. Nevertheless, 

[QUOTING, PART 24:] we are grateful to this author for the candid revelation 
that not only is Peter Wright a but that 

ROTHSCHILDS (Continued): most of the top officers in the British Secret Service and 
MI-5 (if not all) have been Masons. During February 
1987, Britain’s two ruling bodies of Freemasonry, the 

and the 
As we read in announced that they have “decided that beheading 

a (NY, Viking, and ripping out of the tongue are no longer fit punish- 
1987), by former Assistant Director of MI-5, Peter ments for violating Masonic rules”. Such penalties 
Wright, during the 1930s England was literally flooded have been on the books of Freemasonry for centuries, 
with “illegal” agent-runners like Theodore according to the of 2/17/87. He also 
Maly, Arnold Deutsch, Otto [Katz], Richard Sorge, tells that back during the 194Os, these Intelligence 
Alexander Rado, Ruth Kuzchinski (“Sonia”), Leopold officers all voted for the [Fabian-controlled] British 
Trepper, Henri Pieck & wife, Walter Krivitsky, Ludwig Labour Party. Indeed, he assures us that as a criterion 
& Elizabeth Poretsky, and others. Mr. Wright tells us for reaching the uppermost ranks of both Intelligence 
that: “They were often not Russians at all, although agencies (and perhaps others) one quite simply to 

they held Russian citizenship. They were Trotskyite be a Freemason! And now we have a better understand- 
Communists who believed in international Commu- ing of how and why there could have been more than 
nism and the Comintern.... They were the best recruit- 300 operating at all levels of British Intel- 
ers and controllers the Russian Intelligence service ligence since the Bolshevik Revolution. 
ever had. They all knew each other, and between them Be that as it may, the Trotskyite-run “Ring of Five” 
they recruited and built high-grade spy rings like the that Wright mentions was recruited at Cambridge Uni- 
‘Ring of Five’ in Britain, Sorge’s rings in China, and versity from the cast of characters I have thus far 
the Rote Kapelle [Red Orchestra] in German-occupied described, and their immediate were the various 
Europe...” But what was conveniently mentioned 
by this author is the significant fact thatvirtually all of 

branches and departments of the British Government, 
the Intelligence services, the Military and the Media, 

the above-named Red agent-runners were or that exactly as was already taking place in the United States 
their murderous mentor was a long-time paid during this same period. All told, as we know, 
agent of the there were actually primary members of this 

highly important spy ring, with a apparatus of 
at other helpers and defenders, many of 
them Fabians, people whom I will be listing later on for 
the Record. From what all writers on this subject have 

Let us go back 1938 

Burgess 
homosexual school friend, Goroewy Bees, to work 
closely with him as a Cominteru 
managed to insinuate himself 
gence while his sodomite lover became 
sconced in the Secret Intelligence Service (MI-6). Yeara 
later, in 195 1, Rees a 

of patriotic conscience and try to expose 
about Burgess and the Ring, telling his 
and blast MI-5 listeners that “there 
sexual element in friendship 
Burgess.” But he was believed! Or perhaps they 
not to believe him. 

Another of Burgess’ close friends 
period, we find, was a 17-year old dancer 

whom Burgess also managed to convince to 
carry out a bit of espionage for 
youthful tumescence as a come-on. By December 1938, 
the affable and well-spoken Burgess had in this very 

already confirmed, 

a 

place, this spy ring was “run” 
to 1945, first by 

stolen documents piled up. 

fragile homosexual agent Donald Maclean, who him- 
self had by then been posted to the British Embassy (as 
had 

then 

After the war, many members of 
this “Ring of Five” were then handIed by one Ywri 

name, “Peter”), 

a 
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way gained access to the ardent Zionist Judenknect, were Jewish boys, Lieutenant Colonel Cohn his information in progress to you so we can turn to 
the soon-to-be Prime Minister of Gates, and the battalion commander, other topics. Thank you. 

Britain, who all during the War strictly forbade the What was conveniently left out of this account, how- 
British Intelligence Services from in any way hinder- ever, was the fact that this Brigade was an officially ROTHSCHILDS (Continuation): 
ing the movements or activities of the Soviet Intelli- cited and that both Gates and Wolff 
gence Services in England or its far-flung Colonies. were hardened Also left out was the [QUOTING, PART 25:] 
And why not? Wasn’t Churchill another Freemason? minor little detail that these vicious Reds efficiently 
Then, in early 1939, Guy Burgess entered MI-6 D- slaughtered hundred of thousands of mostly innocent CRYPTIC ALPHABETICAL AGENCIES 
Section, actually sponsored by an old homosexual people throughout the country, many of whom were 
princox then in his sixties named yet priests and nuns. The latter were specially singled out Before we proceed any farther in this narrative, let 
another Freemason “who had spent most of his adult for the worst torture of all, and then were often hacked me pause a moment to explain what all these be- 
life in the British Secret Intelligence Service”. After to pieces or burned alive. All in all, a massive karmic wilderingly cryptic alphabetical agencies are all about: 
gayly servicing the old queer properly, Burgess was debt was paid by the victims. originally the counterespionage section of Brit- 
then promptly recommended for employment in this In late 1939, Kim Philby’s ruse as an anti-Commu- ish Military Intelligence, it later became the popular 
highly sensitive security agency-and the SIS con- nist finally paid off when he too was able to gain a name of the Directorate General of Security Service, 
ducted absolutely no investigation of his openly-Red coveted position in the British SIS-again, with abso- also known as (which is concerned with 
earlier background! Typical fare. lutely no background security check of his openly- domestic investigation, mainly Britain, and is 

In the meantime, Donald Maclean was also making Communist days at Cambridge. In fact, as the astute somewhat equivalent to “our” FBI); MI-6, originally 
good headway himself. Making the rounds with his authors of point out in their the section of British Military Intelligence concerned 
pervert friend, Maclean had book: “An amazing amount of crooks seem to have got with “positive” espionage, it later became the popular 
succeeded in landing a job with the Foreign Office and into SOE, SIS and all those outfits during the war...” name for the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) which is 
was immediately posted to the British Embassy at That was putting it mildly. Nevertheless, many of these concerned with the intelligence gathering, espionage, 
Paris. On the aptly-named Left Bank of the River intelligence agents were actually recruited in barrooms sabotage and assassination (mainly of Britain, 
Seine, Maclean soon befriended two extreme Leftists and bedrooms, if not right out of the steaming Sewers of and is somewhat equivalent to “our” CIA); GCHQ, the 
like himself, the avant guard sculptor and London. As a prime example, one of the most fla- British Government Communications Headquarters (ra- 
the surrealist “poet” founder of the grantly disgraceful of these types of recruits, we read, dio-interception organization) utilized during WW II 
bizarre and subversive Dada (“Art”) Movement, no like a man suffering from diphallic terata, “was the old at Bletchley Park, which is something like “our” Na- 
doubt a protege of the Spanish Jew and Communist, Etonian homosexual, who was re- tional Security Agency (NSA); OSS, the American 

realism in cruited to MI-5 and often went drinking with Burgess, Office of Strategic Services of WW II which was the 
as ever an outspoken Marxist.” forerunner to the CIA; NKVD, formed in 1934 as the 

of their People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs for the USSR, 
thought it was left to Seattle, Maclean, [END QUOTING OF PART 241 its foreign espionage controlled by its sub-depart- 
of course, dove headlong into the task of undermining ment, Glavnoye Upravlenye Gosudarstvennoy Be- 
his country, as he had been professionally programmed I want to break this writing at this point for 1 want zopasnosti (Chief Directorate of State Security); 
to do, and by June 1940 he had uncharacteristically to begin the next writing with an explanation about formed in 1954, it was the direct lineal descendant of 
married a young American girl there in Paris named these “Cryptic ‘alphabetical’ agencies”. To include it the NKVD (which is now masquerading as the Boy 

This was apparently done as clever here will make this writing unwieldy. Thank you. Scouts of the “New Russia”); (Main Intelligence 
cover for his regular abnormal activities, as is often Directorate of the Red Army), the Soviet Military Intelli- 
done by many prominent homosexuals to mask their #2 gence Service; the Special Operations Executive 
true sexual inclinations. Some time thereafter, Melinda of Great Britain (also known as the Baker Street Irregu- 
herself became a devoted, hard-core Communist and We have spent so much time this morning on other lars) which functioned during the War in opposition to 
helpmate. matters that I hate to ask Dharma to spend more time at the Nazis and British military depart- 

this keyboard with her other obligations of this after- ment somewhat analogous to our own Navy Depart- 
SPANISH CIVIL WAR noon, but I must. It is urgently important that we get ment, combined with “our” Pentagonsky (now com- 

Elsewhere, Kim Philby had been over in war-torn 
Spain serving as a “Conservative” war correspondent 
for of London, Britain’s Establishment daily, 
and continuing to create the impression that he was 
now an oati-Communist. During that Communist- 
directed bloodbath, known far and wide as a “Civil” 
War, Philby was secretly aiding the Red Republican 
side in that devastating conflict, while spying on Gen- 
eral France’s patriotic Loyalist offrcers, for his Soviet 
masters. Remember, this Ring of Five spy apparatus 
had been ordered to go underground, to disguise their 
frue sympathies in the roles to which they had been 
assigned. 

Regarding this Spanish Civil War, there has been 
so much adverse propaganda against Gen. Franc0 over 
the years that I feel some corrections are in order. As 
revealed by Capt. A.H.M. Ramsay in his book, 
Nameless War (London, 1952), the International Bri- 

used in Spain by the USSR were comprised of 
Communists and criminals from 52 countries-who 
were armed with an assortment of weapons bearing the 

“This star and the Seal of 
Solomon were upon the signet rings of N.C.0.s and 
Officers in this Communist horde of ill-disciplined 
ruffians. Barcelona had been declared in October 1936 
the capital of the Soviet States of Western Europe...” 
This was somewhat confirmed in a laudatory paragraph 
found on Pgs. 764-S of on 

(195 1), edited by D.D. Runes, which stated: 
“In the Spanish civil war of 1936-39, among the foreign 
volunteers who rallied to the side of the [Communist] 
Republicans, the Jewish percentage was high. Of the 
American contingent of 3,500,630, or about 20%, were 
Jews.’ Both of the leaders of the 
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pletely dominated by Khazar types and under the com- Rockefellers “to assess the beleaguered White Rus- Rothschild (formerly Rothschild The title of 
mand of Comrade General Shalikashvili). Recently, sians” of Generals Wrangle and Deniken, then fighting Baron had been bestowed on the French Rothschilds in 
such Pentagon officials as Joshua have the Red Army. But instead of revealing all the horrid 1822 by the Emperor of Austria, “for financial services 
advocated cutting way back on all aspects of our De- atrocities then being committed by the rotten Khazar- during and after the Napoleonic wars...” 
fense Department so as to leave America totally at risk Ashkenazim Bolsheviks in Russia, Donovan instead But let’s now get back to the British Special Opera- 
in the event of any future enemy attack. reported to the U.S. State Department only that the tions Executive (SOE) and to some more loathsome 

cretins in its menagerie. The SOE, 
we learn, was set up by the pro- 
Soviet Fabian Socialist fop, Hugh 

a flaming Marxist lawyer 
then serving as Minister for Eco- 
nomic Warfare. Dalton also oc- 
cupied a key position in the 
Fabian-controlled Labour Party of 
Britain. Working closely with 
Dalton during the war years at the 
London School was the notable 
(and perhaps loveable, who 
knows?) 
yet another of those treacherous 
Jewish Communists, as well as a 
Freemason and crypto-Soviet es- 
pionage agent-as was his power- 
fully-connected brother, 

Years earlier, 
Laski had taught at McGill Uni- 
versity in Montreal and at 

Formed in early 1940, before 
Hitler’s forces invaded France, the “According to my own extensive research over more than three decades 
Special Operations Executive (SOE) 
was a highly-secretive Intelligence/ 

into the overall Communist-Zionist-Masonic Conspiracy, the Soviet Intelli- 

Action/Coordination agency head- gence apparatus has functioned almost unhindered throughout Britain, France, 

quartered on the top floor of the the United States, and indeed most of the of the world ever since the 
spacious, Jewish-owned Marks & 

on 
completion of the Bolshevik Revolution in 19 17. It was only in Nazi Germany 

Baker Street, in downtown London. 
and Imperialist Japan that they found any opposition. These treacherous 

By sheer coincidence, of course, the enemies of Mankind have otherwise scored victory after victory after victory 

Chairman of that particular chain over their basically lukewarm opponents in Western Intelligence agencies, so 
of stores was one Israel Sieff, the much so that it’s been almost a one-sided battle. I know this to be true because 
Zionist son of a radical Russian Jew 
who had fled to England in 190 1 for way back when, while working for Police Intelligence as an undercover 

easier pickings. The Sieff family, operative within the Communist New Left movement, while also reporting to 

we find, had been the prime movers the FBI and the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA), there 
of the Zionist Movement during the 
late 1890s. Israel himself went on 

were so many involved in everything 

to become a Peer of the Realm and a that we could barely begin to cope with them. And believe me, they’re more 

very powerful grey eminence in the 
British Labour Government, head- 

than ever, only there’s absolutely 

ing the massive department store chain until 1984. “anti-Communist forces were corrupt and divided”, in Harvard, then did likewise at the University of London, 
This family is also involved as banking partners with that crucial conflict. going on then to serve as Secretary of the Labour Party. 
the British Rothschilds. Another top official of that But Professor Laski had yet one more special claim to 
very store wherein the SOE was secretly housed during DONOVAN AND OTHER fame (or was it infamy?), for in 1939 he had served at 
those years was one a Russian-born RED COMMUNISTS the London School of Economics as the 
Jewish crypto-Communist who was not only an early of the son of the U.S. Ambassador to the Court 
lover of Harold “Kim” Philby, but a valued The following year, Donovan went off to Europe of St. James. This young man was personable and 
for he and his Ring of Five. This was not really so very again, first class of course, on a private fact-finding wealthy Harvard University student, actually a Leftwing 
strange since the SOE worked regularly with the Soviet mission financed by the Rockefeller Foundation. As a Socialist, who had made a trip to Spain and become an 
NKVD and GRU during its sabotage, assassination and direct result of his service to the Rockefellers, William ardent admirer of the Communist revolutionaries there 
intelligence missions into Germany and Nazi-occupied J. Donovan was appointed assistant U.S. Attorney Gen- during their attempted takeover. His bootlegger father, 
Europe. In a correlative matter, during July 1943 the era1 in the Justice Department (1925-29), liaison to Joseph, who had made his millions as head of the Irish 
well-known British Communist, Douglas Frank the Mafia in New England years earlier, was declared 
Springhall, was sentenced to seven years in prison for (located in the same imposing building). In July 1941, in England during WW II for being 
espionage, having worked as a spy for the Soviet GRU he was promoted by the Rockefellers up the line to both anti-Jewish and pro-Nazi, this, even though he 
for years as part of the British section of the become the U.S. Co-ordinator of Information, and then was very close to the Round Table Groups there. His 

spy ring. This incredible head of the newly-formed Office of Strategic Services young son’s name, of course, was 
spy apparatus is now known to have been comprised of (later to be promoted for his treachery, to Brigadier 
some 5,000 underground members-all secret Commu- General). Also, all during WW II Donovan maintained According to my own extensive research over more 

nists and anti-Nazis-which made up fully 10% of the numerous contacts with the so-called FreeFrench forces than three decades into the overall Communist-Zion- 
Communists then known to be operating throughout of the crypto-Communist traitor, Charles ist-Masonic Conspiracy, the Soviet Intelligence appa- 
Britain! This highly-effective Ring was run by the whose own military forces “were riddled with ratus has functioned almost unhindered throughout 
devious little Polish Jew, [According Soviet agents”. In point of fact, one Britain, France, the United States, and indeed most of 
to a Genealogical Chart I have, prepared by the was a top deputy to DeGaulle as his Chef du Cabinet- the of the world ever since the completion of the 

of Washington, D.C. from 1934 (and also while at the same time serving the Soviets as a Commu- Bolshevik Revolution in 1917. It was only in Nazi 
printed in Sfur on 2/29/36)], who as nist espionage agent. Another top hand-picked aide of Germany and Imperialist Japan that they found any 
a young man had been affiliated with the Zionist DeGaulle’s was the deputy who controlled all military real opposition. These treacherous enemies of Man- 

Hechalutz organization in Palestine. One of Comrade affairs in France, yet another kind have otherwise scored victory after victory after 
Springhall’s prime sources of top secret information Soviet Communist agent. Another such Red who then victory over their basically lukewarm opponents in 
was a young Jewish officer in the Highland Light worked very closely with DeGaulle was Western Intelligence agencies, so much so that it’s 
Infantry then working within the SOE, a fellow named the Communist head of the French Resistance during been almost a one-sided battle. I this to be true 

who had joined the CPGB in 1940 after WW II, the And the list goes on and on. because way back when, while working for Police In- 
having been commissioned in the Army. Indeed, the More importantly, another of those top Leftists 01 telligence as an undercover operative within the Com- 
SOE was thoroughly riddled at all levels, literally the staff of Gen. DeGaulle, was munist New Left movement, while also reporting to 
honeycombed, with Fabian Socialists, Freemasons, Victor’s French cousin, who was a Captain FBI the House Committee on Un-American Activi- 
Marxists, NKVD and GRU agents, homosexuals and in the French Army. It seems that the pro-German ties (HCUA ), there were so many 
alcoholics, just exactly like MI-5, MI-6 and the OSS all Vichy Government in France after 1940, being involved in everything that we 
during the War. much opposed to the pro-Communist Jewish presence could barely begin to cope with them. And believe me, 

Why include the OSS? Because it was actually in that country, “had confiscated various family assets they’re more than ever, only there’s absolutely 
built from the ground up with the “help” of the Reds and stripped the Rothschilds of their citizenship after agency even watch 
who ran the SOE, and headed by the Soviet-loving they had fled the country” 

a Leftist lawyer and a zinc, 12/S/82). But DeGaulle his new Communist - COULD THIS BE? 
personal friend of the cryptoJewish President, Franklin Government immediately after the war had reitored 
Delano Roosevelt who was also a 33’ Freemason.. Born everything back to Baron Guy and his family. The . How could this be, you might ask? Because it is a 

in 1883, Donovan had years earlier, in March 1916, Rothschilds, we read, had then very s&d fact’of history that the Soviet Secret Police, 
been sent by the American back to London to escape the Nazis-who were in fact and all their many Red ancillary Intelligence organiza- 
War Relief Commission to investigate conditions in their worst nightmare. Baron Guy, who was the long- tions (as well as their members and 
war-torn Europe during WW I. Then, during April and time head of the official body govern- stooges), have actually been secretly aided and pro- 
May, he spent some time in England with a wealthy ing the religious affairs of the Jewish community in tectedin their incredibly aggressivemachinations, since 
upcoming young Zionist homosexual named William France (which was loaded with Communists), later day one, by their well-placed”agents and Fabian/Ma- 
Stephenson (many years later known as “A Man Called went on to become the dean of the French branch of the sonic friends in the upper echelons of first British 
Intrepid”). In 19 19, Donovan was sent to Siberia by the European banking family, and head of the Banque Intelligence, then French Intelligence, next in 
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and finally in the CIA.According to the 1978 biography 
of the Dulles Family by Leonard Mosely, cleverly en- 
titled on page 296 we learn that “Wild Bill” 
Donovan, while head of the OSS, recruited the follow- 
ing Reds into the Research and Analysis Branch: John 
K. Fairbanks, Ralph Bunch, Maurice Halperin and 
Herbert Marcuse. But these weren’t the only such 
Communists. In her book Our o/Bondage, former 
Soviet spy courier Elizabeth Bentley tells us on Page 
263 that Halperin was a [Jewish] Communist espionage 
agent in the Latin American Branch of OSS-and was 

as such to the Security Divi- 
sion. A few other such Soviet agents 
known to have served within OSS in- 
cluded the following: Major Duncan 
Lee, Donald Wheeler, Julius J. Joseph, 
Leo M. Drozdoff, Irving Fajans, Jack 
Sargent Harris, Paul V. Martineau, 
Leonard E. Mins, Helen B. Tenney, 
Milton Wolff, George S. Wuchinich, 
David Zablodowsky, and Carl Aldo 
Marzani (the latter of whom was the 
designer of the United Nations em- 
blem and flag). INDEED, ttrc CIA 

4n QS 

There has also been similar and paral- 
lel subversion going on among innu- 
merable other high-ranking political 
officials the world over, but most espe- 
cially in London, Paris, Rome, Brus- 
sels, Bonn, New York and Washing- 

one with another over the years, they are but in 
the “Great Game”. The whole of British Intelligence, 
and the bulk of American Intelligence (with the excep- 
tion of COM-12 in Naval Intelligence), are actually 
secretly controlled out of Chatham 
the de facto HQ for the Fabian Socialist Society and its 
bastard Marxist sibling, the secret Round Tabie Groups 
of Lord Alfred Milner, known before 190 1 as the “Rhodes 
Secret Society”. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 251 
Since we will have some pictures and diagrams 

“Incredible as it sounds, MI-5 and MI-6 in England, 

OSS-CIA lackeys in America, are merely the Intelligence-gather- 

ing and Action/Assassination/Drug Dealing arms of the 

IST INTERNATIONAL. The NATO Alliance and the United 

Nations are also adjuncts of this of supposed anti-corn- 

munism. All are merely vying with the COMMUNIST INTERNA- 

TIONAL and ungodly forces for the ultimate control of the 

a Thus, rather than 

actual hard-line enemies, one with another over the years, they are 

but in the ‘Great Game’. The whole of British Intelligence, 

and the bulk of American Intelligence (with the exception of 

COM- 12 in Naval Intelligence), are actually secretly 

the de facto HQ for the Fabian 

Socialist Society and its bastard Marxist sibling, the secret Round 

Table Groups of Lord Alfred Milner, known before 1901 as the 

‘Rhodes Secret Society’.” 

piece, written by 
Prof. Carroll Quigley Leftist who for many years was 
on the inside track with these conspirators, but seems to 
have had a change of heart in his later years), this secret 
and subversive society of was formed 
in 189 1, seven years after the creation of the Fabian 
Socialist Society. Upon his death in 1902, Rhodes’ 
estate u 

a cur- 
Rhodes Scholars include President William Clinton 

and such top advisors of his as: Rob- 
ert B. Reich, Ira Magaziner, Strobe 
Talbott, Douglas Eakely, Darryl 
Gless, Tom Williamson, James 
Crawford, William Fletcher, Rich- 
ard Stearns, and George 
Stephanopoulos. Establishedat Lon- 
don in March of that year, its origi- 
nal initiators included such im- 
mensely wealthy men as: 

and, of course, the dia- 
mond magnate Its first 
“CircIe of Initiates” then included: 

Grey and 
Charles 

Its Outer Circle of 
wealthy and influential members 
were known as the “Association of 
Helpers”. Of this group of social 
psychopaths, Lord Nathaniel, or 
“Natty” as his intimates called him 
(perhaps with a kiss on the buttocks), 

was the of Victor Rothschild and a close 
advisor to the future King Edward VII of England (of 
the Guelphic House of Hanover). Natty was also the 
veryprsl Jewish member of the British peerage, and the 

Lord Rothschild. Upon Natty’s blessed demise in 
1915, the title of Lord passed on to his son of the same 
name, and then, in 1923, upon death, to Nathaniel 

Victor Rothschild (who was then but 13 years 

ton. The reason, as by now should be quite evident, is which will lit with the Rhodes bunch, I think it a good 
idea to close this at this point in order to produce a bit 
less confusion to the readers. Thank you. 

SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL AND 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

Incredible as it sounds, MI-5 and MI-6 in England, 
and their OSS-CIA lackeys in America, are merely the 
Intelligence-gathering and Action/Assassination/Drug 
Dealing arms of the SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL. 

The NATO Alliance and the United Nations are 
also adjuncts of this of supposed anti-Commu- 
nism. All are merely vying with the COMMUNIST 
INTERNATIONAL and ungodly forces for the ul- 
timate control of the world-in 
DER. 

Thus. rather than being actual hard-line enemies, 

Please now, back to “Dark for there is 
such a load of work to be done and so little time in 
which to attend it. 

[QUOTING, PART 26: Continuation of Chapter 
called “Rothschilds”] 

MEN AND THEIR “GROUPIES” 
CECIL JOHN RHODES 

As we read in the highly revealing 1981 master- 

oldj. 
Arnold Toynbee, wrote Prof. Quigley, can be re- 

garded as the founder of the method used by the Group 
later on, especially in the Round Table Groups in the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs. In Cecil Rhodes’ 
amazingly candid he instructed 
his Marxist followers that this Secret Society should be 

on that they should take the 
Constitution of the Jesuits and merely insert the words 

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having 
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of evolved from an earlier newsletter called the 
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 
the United States, so goes the world.” readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the 

is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- While the ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will 
Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed Set Free”, the motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye 

the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 

truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are 

prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 

process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing 

great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 

existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 
This newspaper, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 
internationally acclaimed predecessor called Editor-In-Chief, 
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“English Empire” for “Roman Catholic Religion”. And Freemasonic Milner Group (if not earlier). There was 
that’s exactly what they did. Later on, after 190 1, this also nnotAer top Templar involved in this public execu- 
Secret Society (their would be referred to tion of a head of state (which is their way of doing 
as the (Rhodes having things). remember, especially 
died and left a huge fortune to Lord Rothschild), and ones. But let’s back up a bit. 
their actual HQ in the United States from that day 
forward would be housed within the BRITISH FREEMASONRY AND 
in Washington, D.C. Years later, after a 1938 secret SOME HENCHMEN 
agreement between President Roosevelt and Prime THE ADL OF B’NAI B’RITH 
Minister-to-be Winston Churchill and AND COVENANT GROUPS 
were gave British In- 
telligence secret control over all U.S. Intelligence ser- In 1924, the British Freemasonic conspirators and 
vices, Sir William Stephenson (the homo Zionist) set one of their young henchmen would manage to quietly 
up the network in take over an important American internal security 
NYC-at Rockefeller Center. Fifteen years later, in agency in Washington, an early investigative arm of 

This founder, of course, had merely changed his name 
to an American-sounding one. Seventy years later, its 
offspring ADL would be formed in New York 
those radical aliens from arrest and exposure, for the 
ADL was in actuality the Jewish Intelligence arm of 
British Intelligence in the United States. And the 
identity of their devious agent, who had been through 
a series of clever maneuvers placed in of this 
investigative agency, the then-called 

by Leftist officials of the parent Justice De- 
partment, was a 24-year-old homosexual mulatto who 
was himself a member of the Ancient & Accepted 
ScottishRite of Freemasonry (Southern Jurisdiction) of 
Washington, D.C. His name was 
Almost 40 years later, he would earn his spurs by being 
a major player in the planning and cover-up of the 
“Crime of the Century”, along with a host of other top 
Government officials as had happened a cen- 
tury earlier when the British Rothschilds also arranged 
the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln). it is 
most intriguing to note that President Lincoln was 
lured into attending a stageplay at Ford’s Theatre 
entitled, and then by 
his Secret Service bodyguards to his fate. Coinciden- 
tally, Templars refer to themselves 
ins”, while the Jewish bankers of the City of London 
who the assassination have always called 

“The Cousinhood”. Furthermore, the motto 
of the Knights Templars, were 
very words shouted by Lincoln’s assassin, John Wilkes 
Booth, before he was allowed to escape to safety by 
Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton, to England, ieav- 
ing a die in his 

an 

MAN, 

Ah, but we digress. 

RETURNING TO 
February 1953, Sir Alfred Milner’s successors named a the already Liberal-controlled U.S. Justice Department. “RING OF FIVE” 
top CFR member as Director of the Central Intelligence This highly efftcient investigative agency, which had 
Agency, an American Fabian Socialist and leftist con- been formed in 1908, was then doing its utmost to stem Returning once again at long last to the infamous 
spirator named Ten years later, the alarming floodtide of Jewish Red Khazar invaders so-called (Remember them?), in Chapman 
this very man would be the overseer for his British into the Eastern seaboard of the United States, aliens Pincher’s excellent 638-page expose, entitled Too Se- 
masters in the assassination of President of the from the Pale of Russia and Eastern Europe. By 1919 Too (New York, St. Martin’s Press, 1984), 
United States, John F. Kennedy. Dulles had been this agency had uncovered a massive Conspiracy to we learn that in the early part of World War II, “Lord 
ignominiously by the Catholic President almost take over the United States by these same infiltrators Rothschild, a distinguished Cambridge scientist who 
exactly two years earlier on November 29, 1961, thus and had raided its HQ, thus breaking the back of this had joined MI-5 and specialized in the study and 
JFK was lured to his death in Dallas-the county of Red plot and hauling off many of its files. Targeted for dismantling of German booby traps, had rented part of 
which falls on the (the exact destruction or takeover, the a house [that he owned] at 5 Bentinck Street, where he 
same that runs through Charleston County, South soon achieved the latter by insinuating lived with his wife.” One those close friends he 
Carolina, wherein the 33” Ancient & Accepted Order of one of its into this agency, a young man fresh out rented an apartment to, “well known to Lord Rothschild 
the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry had been in of law school. The then entirely above suspicion, was Anthony Blunt. 
1801). was described as a He suggested that the fourth occupant should be Guy 

“Jewish fraternal organization, founded in New York Burgess. Number 5, therefore, came to house two 
City in 1843 by a group of German Jews headed by Soviet spies though this was unknown to the other 
Henry Jones.” occupant or to Rothschild.” 

Astrologically speaking, 1 l/22, the date of the murder, Buffalo, NY, Frontier Press, 1947, Pg. 2048.) [II: Although very carefully worded, Mr. Pincher, 
is made up of two numbers, which when added Britain’s leading investigative reporter in the field of 
together yields the sum-331 It was on this same espionage, must certainly know better, but due to the 
latitude line, you will remember, that the fateful Ma- crippling Official Secrets Act in England, and in order 
sonic meeting at Acre had occurred in 1228, a meeting to get his block-buster books printed at &l (I have three 
which included the Templars. And ascoincidence would offshoot of them), he obviously had to go along with the inter- 
have it, Alian Dulles was a modern Knights Templar. national charade that Lord Victor Rothschild and his 
He had been a founder of the CFR back in 1919 when he radical chick wife were merely innocent bystanders in 
was a top Intelligence agent for the Rockefellers in all this amazingly complicated subversion. But I don’t 
Europe and thereafter. Later, while stationed at Berne, have that restriction, due to our rights, 
Switzerland from the early Thirties until the of And so, in 1940, the homosexual Guy Burgess 
WW II, he had in 1935 become a secret member of the [Continued on p.28) 
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moved into this close friend’s large and sumptuous completely opposed to Britain’s mad Imperialist poli- 
three-storied home near Wigmore Hall at No. 5 Bentinck ties in Arabia, India, Egypt and Ireland. As a conse- 
Street, to share a beautifully-appointed apartment with quence, he fell out of favor with the Rhodes-Milner 
his effeminate, longtime sodomite lover, Blunt. “A Group, and as Quigley states in his book, The Anglo- 
fairly continuous resident” there during the war, the (Pg. 111), Blunt was labelled 
coprophilic Blunt we find, “had just left the Warburg “a psychopathic anti-imperialist who spent his life 
Institute to work for MI-5...” Apparently unbeknownst praising and imitating the Arabs...” And that was 
to Pincher, the Warburg family, who are quite promi- exactly how Kim Philby’s father had also been charac- 
nent in England, had been top Rothschild Dynasty terized for antics and beliefs. So maybe we now 
agents and Communist fellow travelers for many de- have a clue as to why their high-born sons turned out to 
cades, as well as International Bankers, in Britain, be traitors to the land of their birth. 
Germany and the United States. In fact, the Warburgs Before long, Burgess became “a bit of a standing 
(primarily Max) were also part owners of I.G. Farben, joke in intelligence circles”, due to the odd assortment 
the huge industrial and chemical cartel in Nazi Ger- of drunks and homosexuals (and perhaps a polyorchid 
many that ran all the concentration camps for the transvestite or two) from MI-5, MI-6 and Military 
German effort (these were extermination camps, as Intelligence who often partied there. Yet he was not 
Red propaganda affirms, but camps- immediately fired nor even reprimanded. Nor was 

Anthony Blunt. 
Blunt, by the way, was the son of Wilfred Scawen Blunt, 
an early associate of Cecil Rhodes and Lord Alfred SEX ORGIES AND 
Milner. But to his credit, the elder Blunt had been FRIENDLY PARTICIPANTS 

Younger, a prominent Fabian Socialist then working 
in MI-5, and a man who was said to be able to slip 
“through the Iron Curtain as if by osmosis”, he would 
later serve as a Minister under the Fabian Prime Min- 
ister Lord Clement Atlee, then in 1951 become the #2 
man in the Foreign Office under the Fabian, Herbert 
Morrison (a man who later on came to the defense of 
the Red traitor, Donald Maclean). In 1968, Younger 
would attain the pinnacle of his power by becoming 
Director-General of the pro-Soviet, anti-American 
Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA), with 
HQ at Chatham House, London. Oh yes, another 
dastardly visitor to Rothschild’s spy palace there on 
Bentinck Street was the illimitable scoundrel, 

Like Burgess and Maclean, Philby had 
a good number of highly-placed friends and protectors 
in the Fabian Socialist Cabal, men like Herbert 
Morrison, who, while top man in the War OffIce in 
194 1 used his powerful influence to get Philby’s eccen- 
tricfalher released from Brixton 

of 
Some very, very important continuous 

to the Rothschild home there on 
Bentinck Street during the war years, men 
who came to participate in the wild and 
wooly sex orgies and drunken marathons 
held there by Burgess and Blunt, included: 

a homosexual MI-5 
officer who had joined the service in 1927, 
from the Special Branch, and later served as 
Deputy Director-General from 1946 to 1951 
(he later tried to Goronwy from 
revealing what he-Rees-knew about the 
Cambridge spy ring, then retired from 
to become chief security officer for the Atomic 
Energy Commission); a Again, right in the midst of these Marxist menag- 
“former” Communist friend qf Kim Philby’s, eries of dipsos, perverts and spies, there was the noble 
and a Spanish War veteran (on the Republi- supposedly to it all. Yet 
can Red side), who worked as a correspon- here was a highly intelligent, Intelligence officer whose 
dent for the a ancestors had had their own Intelligence service since 
homosexual Fabian Socialist who at that time the late 17OOs, and we are seriously asked to believe 
was a Wing Commander for the Royal Air that he and his equally-brilliant wife never suspected a 
Force and worked in a sensitive post at all during the war. The American people may be 
the Air Ministry (he later went on to become but they ain’t OK’? It is by now a fairly 
a Member of Parliament (MP) “known to be well-known fact, at least in the United States, that the 
openly associated with Communists”; Rothschild Dynasty has virtually Great Britain 

a radical Jewish homdsexual lover since at least the mid-Nineteenth Cdntury, just as the 
of Burgess; who main- Dynasty has occupied that same sacro- 
tained a sensitive post in the Radio Security sanct capacity in the United States for the past 70 years 
Service (RSS), the signals intelligence orga- or so. While the former family is comprised of 
nization of MI-5, which worked closely with Jews, the latter is comprised of 
GCHQ on the secret Double Cross System Jews-but their voracious appetites and methodologies 

an MI-6 officer re- are exoctfy the same, completely unconscionable. Af- 
sponsible’ for counterintelligence in the ter carefully studying and sifting through some 4000 
Middle East and Persia who dften worked pages of documentation on Fabian subversion and So- 
behind Russian lines, he was a Communist viet spy rings in Britain, and looking at the overall 
espionage agent (as per Konstantin Volkov situation from a much different perspective and paral- 
revelation) who later became Professor of lax view, I can say without equivocation that Victor 
Ancient Persian at Oxford University; Otto Rothschild was nothing else if not a perfidious TRAITOR. 

a Jewish Czech Communist and Soviet [END QUOTING OF PART 261 
NKVD Colonel, he was an agent-runner who I believe that you can now see why our works get 
in 1936 had been placed in charge of all burned and banned. The Elite New World Order are 
espionage activities in connection with the TRYING to keep you uninformed and totally ignorant. 
Spanish Civil War (and in 1942, he sailed for You-the-people ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO KNOW 
NYC as a poor Jewish “refug;ee” from Na- and being 
zism, and soon established a string of Red informed are the greatest enemies of this Evil Empire’s 
fronts there and in Los Angeles and Holly- taking of the world. If they can guide and insure your 

and then being too shocked to 
homosexual spy, he served in the Radar and listen to TRUTH, they win-you lose. Simple! The 
Signals Establishment of the Navy be- “guides” and “teachers” within the social orders now 
came head of the Submarine Detection Re- presented, i.e., preachers, etc., are NOW trained to 
search Section at ARL, “one ,of the most insist you do not READ MATERIAL WHICH TEACHES 
secret and important jobs in the entire NATO OR UNFOLDS ANYTHING DIFFERENT THAN THE 
defense establishment” (he was a regular PARTY LINE-EVEN REGARDING RELIGION (PER- 
contact of the Russian agents Yuri Modin, HAPS, ESPECIALLY REGARDING RELIGIONS). 
Sergei Kondrashev and Nikolai Karpekov, This is WHY there is great pushing against the histori- 
and later on even Watson’s wife and cal writings which exist and the taking from the li- 

such as makes up the truth of 



Do we suggest you not read anything? 
NO! READ, READ AND READ AGAIN “The American people may but they ain’t OK? It 
everything you can get your hands and is by now a fairly well-known fact, at least in the United States, that the 
eyes on-for as you watch such as the new Rothschild Dynasty has virtually Great Britain since at least the 
HBO movie as a for mid-Nineteenth Century, just as the Rockefeller Dynasty has occupied 
instance, you can SEE TEE TOTAL PRO- 
PAGANDA MACHINE AT WORK FOR 

that same sacrosanct capacity in the United States for the past 70 years 
or so. 

WITH HISTORICAL DOCUMBNTATION. 
WE GO TO WAR WITH NO ONE. WHAT 
YOU HAVE GOING IS UPTO YOU BUT IT 
MIGHT BEHOOVE YOU TO SEE WHICH 
SIDE, AT THE LEAST, OF THE CLASH- 
ING TITANS, YOU WISH TO SERVE. GOD 
HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THESE 
BATTLES OF THE DEFENDERS TO TRE 
CROWN. 

But what are the odds against just little 

THIS LONG-HOT SUMMER After half a 
While the former family is comprised of Asbkenazim Jews, the 

century you can watch the building and re- 
latter is comprised of Sephardic Jews-but their voracious appetites 

building and the upgrading of numbers and 
and methodologies are the same, completely unconscionable.” 

horrors of their orthodox lies about such as the Holo- THRONE AND THE “THRONE” BEING TI@ ROTH- we-the-people? Oh goodness, don’t give me that gar- 
caust. I remind you and go check the above writings: SCHILDS AND ROCKEFELLERS, BOTH NAME- bage-less than SoA, of the entire world population falls 
THE ENTIREHOLOCAUST AND WAR(ACTUALLY, CHANGED JEWS. into THAT group of controllers and spoilers! 
ALL OF THEM) ITSELF WAS PAID FOR AND ES- I feel it necessary to repeat again and again and YOU GO COUNT! Salu. 
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history. The books are banned or taken and burned as TABLISHED IN ACTION, BY THE JEWISH-ZIONIST shall do so once more here: WE DO NOT MAKE THE 
Hate-material so YOU WON’T FIND OUT THE TRUTH. ONE WORLD ORDERANDTHEPOWERBEHINDTHE NEWS OR THE STORY-WE SIMPLY PRESENT IT 
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safe for children and pets and can be taken with other regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well 
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not being. These products are: 

The times in which we live in do not afford us the addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to Gaialyte, Komhueha 
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been Chlorella, 
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water. used effectively the following: acne, conjunctivitis, and Each of these provides a service to the body 
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation, that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will 
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer, discuss each one individually to provide you with the 
questionable farming practices which, when added to candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping information you need to understand why these items are 
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. GaiaCol can necessary. 
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and The physiology of the body is basically governed by 
the air & water we breath of many of the essential help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc. the actions and programming found within the cell. 
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues 
function optimally. GaiaCol, in my opinion, one of the most exciting and make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in 

Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries 
which be discussed further on in this article, two 

valuable products on the market today. turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony 
OrySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If 

brand new products are being offered that are extremely Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and other the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning 
important to present first. They are and trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects. (for whatever reason), every organ system is affected. 

is a combination of Colloidal Silver, Organisms that have plagued us for centuries may be To what degree they are affected depends on the offend- 
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias. destroyed using this product but the new, more resis- ing substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or 
This combination of ingredients has produced a prod- tant strains will require the higher frequency GaiaCol. the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse. 
uct that is so high-frequency and potent that it could When added to water, the OxySol will help to purify, Gaiaadriaea is a product that is said to help 
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the 
against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that we travel. When taken with GaiaCol you get a two-fold cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/ 
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the abil- 
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the greater oxygen content for the health of the cells from ity to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating 
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin; the Hydrogen Peroxide. OrySol is wonderful topically a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA 
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just as well, but is not advised for burns (use GaiaCol for blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality 
beginning to present themselves. Once ~the chemical burns). The trace minerals found in are vital which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and 
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibi- to our health because the nutrients that were once taken maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn, 

. 
otics, sliver and gold were no longer looked to for for granted in our vegetables and fruits have been within the organ systems. 
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace This is essential for the immune organ system, 
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses, minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies because without healthy cells that can fight off offend- 
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. An- ers like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of 
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of other use for OxySol is to rid the oral cavity of harmful radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point 
the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops Oxysol on of exhaustion-eventually leading to dis-ease. An- 
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The other benefit from consuming is its abil- 
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant recommended amount to daily for system clearing ity and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon 
survival of the fittest bacteria. is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty stomach. If frequencies which are bombarding us daily. 

Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is taken with reduce both daily requirements in is able to speed up the frequency levels of 
non-toxic to humans and allows no known disease- half. If you are adding OxySol to your water, just add the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in 
causing organism to live in its presence. With the 1-2 drops in each glass of water. Both OxySol and and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a two- 
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline GaiaCol are very powerful additions to our pursuit of fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to 
Drias, the frequency of is remarkably en- health. withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damag- 
hanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our ing energies; the other benefit is to help protect our- 
bacteria to be eliminated. GaiaCol is gentle enough to immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks selves from mind manipulation through pulse beams 
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth for any attack-from chemical and biological “war- that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally 
condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for fare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollu- the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the 
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain tion, as well as from other high-energy photon bom- tongue. However, with the growing number of “manu- 
with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and bardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcom- factured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our 
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first ing changes. demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce 
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the It is up to every individual to take personal respon- or more per day may produce faster and more effective 
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the sibility for their health and prioritize the needs their results. 
powerful nature ofthis product, friendly bacteria can be bodies may have at this time as well as pay special was introduced to benefit the mitochon- 
affected so it is advisable to replace the natural attention to the needs of their children. I hope to dria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria 
intestional flora with some type of acidophilus/ describe here some good products available to you so the energy producer of the cell and is essential to 
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against. convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to 
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps, disease can come to an end. produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for sur- 
bloating, diarrhea/constipation and a general feeling of New Gaia has presented many products to the viva1 of the body system. 
malaise). public that you can pick or choose for individual needs. Aquagaia is also said to feed on vessel plaques 

Please note that this product is said to be perfectly But there is a core of products, which should be taken adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the 
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial 
walls due to the American diet that is filled with 
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and 
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables. 
This product provides added fuel to any compromised 
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as 
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the 
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both 

and work in harmony to 
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by 
working together within the cell structure itself. 

Another product that you will find essential in your 
daily regime is Gaialyte. This is a fully integrated 
electrolyte liquid that is brought forth from the 

The combination of tea and juice, 
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea, 

oxygenators, Aloe Vera and Gaiandriana are a 
powerful combination that helps 
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to 
help enhance the performance of the 
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which 
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become ca- 
pable of conducting electricity. The balance of these 
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from 
the various high-frequency energies that we are now 
subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all 
the other products you are consuming for your health. 

Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of 
approximately 8 ounces per day is the 

Enough can not be said about this 
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long 
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called 
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these vil- 
lagers astounded her. The women were virtually with- 
out wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall 
population was comprised of unusually healthy people. 
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of 

daily. She brought the mushroom 
fungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japa- 
nese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the 
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea 
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, 
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight re- 
duction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a 
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the 
prevention of certain cancers. 

While these are claims from people who have used 
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to 
regard as a must to add to your daily 
health regime. Many people make their own tea with 
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia 
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the 
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both 
delicious and convenient, Try mixing the tea with the 

and your favorite juice, orjust drink it straight. 
There is a that has been devel- 

oped which offers similar properties to unpasteurized 
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries 
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a 
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great 
as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their 
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutri- 
tion that their families receive. While 
Vinegar is not recommended for canning or preserv- 
ing, it certainly is recommended for general consump- 
tion. 

is the membrane that is found in the 
mushroom fungus of the bathed in a 
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of 
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product 
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage 
supplement, which has been well researched and docu- 
mented in recent years and which is said to program the 
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one 
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you 
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to 
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state. 

A 14-day program called has been 
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty 

parasites found within the body. Very few people 
realize the kinds and types of diseases that these para- 
sites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepati- 
tis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few. 
There have been reports that people have been able to 
turn their conditions around by utilizing a program 
such as the to eliminate the 
myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in 
their internal organs. 

The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 
months is all that is required to insure a body that is free 
of most parasites. The GaiaCleanse line includes 
tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above 
beverages or in juice. There is also an intestinal 
cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimina- 
tion and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps 
to health are important if one is to realize optimum 
health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of 
the body. 

is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which 
is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely 
high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20 
essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential 
and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus 

growth factor, The combination of these factors 
results in a product that has been found to be excellent 
in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune 
strengthening, age retardation, protection against ra- 
diation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and 
protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of 
the benefits. 

Chlorella is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is 
extremely effective in controlling body odor both inter- 
nally and externally. The suggested daily consumption 
is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to 
your individual needs. Many times the alkaline 
reserves in the body are so depleted that in 
larger doses, is warranted. 

Moreover, because of its superb food value, Chlo- 
is an important addition to anyone’s emergency 

food storage stash. 
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of 

(Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in 
replacement of the standard wheat grain. is 
superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude 
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special 
carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimu- 
late the all-important immune system. 

Many people who are allergic to wheat find Spelt to 
be easily digestible. What is most exciting is the 
delicious nutty flavor that Spelt offers to any baking 
needs. Another advantage of Spelt is the large amount 
of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as 
Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancer- 
ous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other 
serious illnesses. also has an exceptionally thick 
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all 
kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens 
with other grains. The Spelt grain can be ground up 
into flour and used in any recipe where flour is re- 
quired. New Gaia offers the whole Spelt grain bread 
mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the 
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple 
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of 
extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great 
taste experience. 

The last product I wish to discuss is a newer 
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of 
you have heard of the latest craze using a product called 
“Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the 
pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant 
properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of 
chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 product offered by New 
Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The 
research that has been conducted on the elements found 
in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed 
Extract because this, too, had the components that 
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection. 

What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract 

was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a 
hieher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric 
proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for 
free-radical scavenging. These OPCs found in the 
Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant 
bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and pro- 
duce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are 
here being made for the healing qualities of any prod- 
uct, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been 
identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vi- 
sion, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental dete- 
rioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of 
stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, sub- 
dued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis. 

The other substances found in are Ester-C 
and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood 
stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of 
vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other 
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also 
found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently, 
which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also 
a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects 
from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C 
has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs. 
of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one- 
half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from 
an article by John C. Pittman, M.D.. we read: 
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a long-chain 
sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold 
Processed Whole Leaf It interjects itself into all 
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity 
and peimeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to 
flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter 
the cell. The net result may improve cellular metabo- 
lism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy 
production.” 

These three powerful ingredients are found in one 
product called 3-In-l. It is a potent product that should 
be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condi- 
tion or for those wishing to maximize the functioning 
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis. 

All the above products discussed: OxySol, 
GaiaCol, 

GaiaCleanse, can be the 
keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorat- 
ing the immune system, increasing the metabolic activ- 
ity of the ceils, providing more complete nourishment 
to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with 
one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall fre- 
quency levels to withstand the onslaught of various 
high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. These 
products work synergistically together to maximize the 
effects of each product. 

Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right 
eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health 
regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these 
various products are priceless to our well being in this 
high-stress world. 

l (SOO)NEW-GAIA 

(639-4242) 

a 
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